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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The recent successful run of Katherine Cornell's pro-
duction of Antony and Cleopatra in New York (at the ~'lar-
tin Beck Theatre, in the 1947-1948 season), besides giv-
ing the lie to t:rlOse who claim that Shakespeare is entire-
ly unproducible, and that most of all Antony and Cleo-
patra is unproducible, had another happy effect in arous-
ing interest in a play that has been sadly neglected in 
modern times. One unusual manifestation of this interest 
is a scholarly article that appeared in the drama section 
of the New York Herald Tribune, and it is a quotation from 
this article that ~Ql1 introduce the subject to be treated 
in this thesis. The author is journalistic enouzh, des-
pite his scholarship, to entitle the piece "Cleopatra 
'VIlas Plutarch's Girl, .But Shakespercre l:-'Iade Her His. tf He 
begins: 
This tribute [i.e., to be given 
belmvJ to the ::~ueen of 3gypt by the 
character Enobarbus describes Shakes-
peare hims21f. For in \'lri ting Antony 
and Cleopatra and other plays adap-
ted from Plutarch's Lives or Holinshed's 
Chronicles Shakespeare often followed 
his sources so closely that they are 
constructed more like narratives than 
stage plays, and so are structurally 
defective. ~oreover, he apparently 
worked so rapidly on these plays 
that. he merely completed what amounts 
to first drafts. And yet even so, 
1 
he "Did make defect perfection, and, 
breathless, power breathe forth."l 
The writer of the article might well be criticized for 
overemphasizin; the structural defectiveness and hastiness 
in Shakespeare's workmanship--at least the point is a de-
batable one, but the attention he calls to these two facts, 
namely, Shakespeare's close adherence to his source mat.er-
ial in the play, and the success he had, nevertheless, in 
making "defect perfection" is entirely justified, and it is 
on these two points that this thesis will be built. 
By a comparision, therefore, of Plutarc;'l' s Life of jAar-
cus Antonius with Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra ,,'Ie vIill 
attempt to establish the fact that, while treating the same 
subject matter, and in a startling nwnber of instanc:es the 
same precise details, Shakespeare was able to convert Plu-
tarch's plain, unpretentious narrative into a dramatic 
work almost unmatched in the history of English Literaturq!. 
It is the method used by Shakespeare that will be of 
special interest; of the fact of his superiority there is 
little doubt. Even those who find fault v<!ith the playas 
1 New York Herald Tribune, Dra'118 Section, ;,~arch 7, 1943. 
ill quotation given is from Antony and Cleopatra, II, 2, 
line 239. ---
2 
a piece of drama, esteem it higher than Plutarch's version 
of the same tale. Those v-rho consider the play to be drama-
tically correct are even more emphatic in their preference 
of Shakespeare ovrr Plutarch, and they call attention to the 
fact that it it'las not. by '1;holesale butchery of the facts of 
history that he achieved his success, but by faithful ad-
herence to them. In the introduction to hi~ edition of 
Antony and Cleopa.tra, H.N. Hudson says: 
In this instance (i.e.,. Antony and 
Cleopatra) the l;oet seems to have picked 
and sifted out from Plutarch with the most 
scrupulous particularity, every fact, 
every e:nbellishment and every line and 
hint of c~aracter, that could be iirought 
coherently into the structure and pro-
cess of the work. Notv.rit:1standing, ]"11s 
genius is as free as ever froin seeming 
at all encumbered vii th help, or allywise 
cramped or shackled by the restraints 
of hi story ••. 2 
3 
Coleridge lends t,he 'V'leight of his authority in a passage 
in the Lectures Q!l Shakespeare: 
Of all Shakesoeare's historical plays, 
Antony and Cleopatr2. is by far the ;;Jost 
,·mnderful. There is not one in which 
he has followed history so minutely, and 
llet there E'.re few in which he impresses 
the notion of angelic strength so much--
2H.N. Hudson, The Co:nplet,e Works of ~villiam Shakespeare, 
Antony and Cleopatra, Ginn and Co., Boston, 1900, Intro-
duction:--
~-------------------------. 
perhaps none in I<v-hich he im'!:Jresses i"c 
more strongly.) 
About the fact, then, most are agreed. This thesis, 
therefore, will not be directly concerned with establish-
ing \vhat is generally conceded, but rat:ler \·;-ith shOvving in 
one instance hOlt! Shakes:)ecre made ::;.he transforrllC'c tioD. rhe 
-- " 
instance to be considered is characteriz2tion. 7his aspect 
4 
of the play has ~een chosen, no~ as the o~ly possible standard 
of comparison, but as a more important and interesting one. 
ihe otl1er ;,:ajor sl,andards chat mightlE:..ve been adopted are 
those of plot and dIction. Plot has been passed over .~1are 
for two reasons: 1) because in the tr-ec: tment of charac1:.er, 
plot lvill OI~ :,lecessi"cy be obliquely treated. (See the re:'nark 
of Professor Gervinus: ffWhile Aristotle regarded actim1 as the 
most important thing, ••. Shakespeare u~lvhe other {land consi-
de red the Llain point to be character and action united, or 
cha.racter alone. 114); and, .2) because such a comparison is one 
that "muld carry us too far afield through t!le need of treat-
ing the Aristotelian concepts of draJatic structure, not to 
mention the numerous theories opposed to Aristotle's. 
) S.T. Coleridge, Lectures and Netes Qg Shakespeare and 
Other Dramatists, Oxford U:-Press, London, 19)1, lW-
4 G.G. Gervinus, Shcckespeare Commentaries, translated by 
-n-. B .... . T d S· ... ' ,"lId d" 190) n-) 1" .J:!,. Unne0c., .!.Jon on, . ml.i.Jl1.i!. er an Go., , 0) • 
~--------------~ 
A comparison of Plutarc:'1' s diction vii th Shakespeare's 
vlou_ld make an interesting study, but it "lOuld invol va treat-
ing the Antony and Cleopatra as a poem ra t::ler than a play, 
and if any statement about Shakespeare is true, it is this, 
that he YVrote his plays to be acted, and that his poetry ',JaS 
subservient to his drama. 
5 
A more troubling difficulty in the present study is the 
possible objection that it is entirely unjust to nake a com-
par'ison of a dramatist and poet with an unassuming historian. 
This objection must and will be met, but because the answer 
is to be found partially in the reasons for choosing {intony 
and Cleopatra in preference to other plays of Shakespeare, 
we will first give t~ese reasons, and then proceed to a 
direct reply to the objection. 
For an instructive and profitable comparison of Shakes-
peare's historical plays with the sources he used, anyone of 
his English chronicles, or Hacbeth, or any of the Roman plays 
::;light ;-la ve been selec ted. To say 'eha t Antony and Cleora tra 
~1as been selected because this t-"'lesis aims to sho\'1 hovl ShCl_kes-
peare transformed eli story and made it live in that particular 
play would obviously be begging the question, and it I-muld be 
to mis-state the a0proach used in this thesis. The purpose of 
tilis study is to compare Shakespeare vJith a source that viill 
suffer least by comparison, and that is best able to com?ete 
6 
with the dramatist on grounds of literary quality; and \dth 
this in mind the Antony and Cleopc;."cra \',-as chosen. It can be 
seen that in order to satisfy this need for a fair treatment, 
Plutarch should be the historian of the comparison rather than 
Holinshed (or Saxo Gramraaticus, from whose Historia Danica 
Hamlet is derived, to suggest another possibility), since he 
is undoubtedly superior to those other authors, good though 
th~y be. This, it '\lI}"ill be noted, is a partial reply to the 
objection mentioned above, that it is unfair to compare a 
Doet with an historian. ~ 
It still remains to explain 1t{hy Antony and Cleopatra \",-as 
!chosen instead of one of t£le other plays based on Plutarch. 
f~e prime reason for this is the close adherence to the origi-
p.al of Plutarch tha-c is found in the play. The more faithful 
I\,;he poet is to ~lis source, the rnore striking are ais deviations, 
~nd the more certain it is that the deviations were dictated 
py some .[JoY'lerful drama tic reason. A:)art frOJl this reason, of 
~he three plays, Juliu~ Caesar, Timon of Athens, and Corio-
~anus,all but Julius Caesar might well be rejected on the 
tSrounds that their sources are not found directly in Plutarch, 
Ibut only indirectly through other Elizabethan plays. Hardin 
Shakespeare found the story of Timon in 
Plutarch's Life of Antonr. He :~lay also 
have am;lified i~by reference to the 
dialogue Timon the Misanthrope by the 
Greek satirist Lucan, since a nG.rnber of 
places recall Lucan's words. There is 
also an old play on Timon which Shakes-
peare may have known.5 
And of Julius Caesar, he says 
Julius Caesar was a popu12r theme on 
the stage of the sixteenth century in 
Holland, Italy, France, a~d Eng~and •.• 
Caesar had been made the i1ero OJ: 
various Senecan tragedies, traceable to 
the Latin Julius Caesar and its French 
adaptation, Cesar ••• Alexander's Julius 
Cae~ar, and the anonymous Caesar and 
Pompey, or the Tragedy of Caesar's 
Revenge.b 
All this is not meant to imply that the story of Antony 
and Cleopatra was unknoi'ffi on the Elizabethan stage before 
Shakespeare. Howe~er, in this instance the influence of 
other works is not nearly as profound or as marked as it is 
7 
in Caesar or Timon. Plutarch here is clearly the prime source. 
The re~sons for the choice so far given are of course 
merely nega ti ve, C'.nd offer more justification for rej ection 
of the plays rejected than for selecting that selected. There-
fore the intrinsic excellence of the .i:~n'cony and Cleopatra it-
self must be added as a final and far from light reason for 
its choice. For al t'!;ough the high :)raise of Coleridge {ff'l'he 
5 Hardin Craig, Shakespeare, Scott, ?ore~n&n and Company, 
~ew York, 1?3l, 731. 
6 Ibid., 323. 
tw· 
highest praise ••• Hhich I can offer in my own mind is the doubt 
••• whether the Antony and Cleopc~ tra is not ••• a forifiidable 
rival of :;vlacbeth, Lear, Hamlet, and Othello. 7) is not the 
unanimous opinion of the critics, stIll the~e is an impres-
sive enough array of similar encomia to justify placing the 
play among those of highest rank in Shakespeare. T?lis alone 
is su::ficient to make i t~'!orthy of study, but, \'lhen we further 
consider it-s own peculiE~r merits: that it is Shakespeare's 
counterfoil to Homeo and Juliet, the one being a tragedy of 
~outhful, innocent love, Ghe other, of mature passion; that 
"t is more th~.n a love story~-it is the tale of the fall of 
~n empire--when all these are considered, there appear abun-
dant positive reasons for studying the play. 
The principal reason, we repeat, is the fact that the 
Antony and Cleopatra is "(lOre faithful to Plutarch's version 
thEm any other play based on the Lives. This makes the com-
parison more just, and it is another of the indiredt answers 
to the char,ge that such a comparison is unfair. It is no,'r 
time to treat this charge directly. 
For the sake of cl~rity, let us phrase this objection 
in a declaritive sentence. It might be put this ~~y: It is 
not fair t 0 compare an historical Iwrk with 8 .. poeticali',~ork, 
r Colerid~e, 145. 
9 
for the latter is intentionally and essentially artistic, 
w!1.ile the form8r need not be so and is not so of its essence . 
.Even Coleridge might be used in confirmation: 
Shakespeare can be complimented only by 
comparison with himself: all other eulo-
gies are either heteroseneous, as when 
they are in reference to Spenser or l·~il ton; 
or they are flcJ.t truis::;lS, as when he is 
gravely preferred to Corneille, Racine ••• S 
The anS\'ler to this is that both Plutarch and Si1akespeare 
fall under the general Aristotelian dictum that says 
Now there is an .s.rt ••• in V'Jilich the 
medium, of imitation is language alone 
..... whether the language beJ:etrical or 
non-metrical ••.• The primary objects of 
arti stic idli tation are ~lUln2.n beings in 
action.9 
In other words, since the Lives are literature, there is at 
least a generic basis on which they must stand comparison 
~'I[i th other literature, not excluding Shakespeare f s. 7he Life 
of (larcus Lntonius, and Antonr and Cleopatra both imitate 
the same actions, and a sL:ilari ty elv18Ys invites some kind 
of comparison. 
Furthermore, if::':l.e ne.ture of t'ne comparison is fully 
understood, it will be clear that we are not attempting to 
g Coleridge, 145. 
9 Aristotle, Poetics, tr. by Lane Cooper, Harcourt, Brace, 
and Company, New York, 1913, 3. 
belabor the obvious. As we have said before, it is not so 
much whether Shakespeare oUvdoes Plutarcht:-:at interests 
10 
us, bu 0[10'\'[ he does it. Vie are not trying to establish that 
Slle_kesp eare "ms a bet :':;er historian than Plutarch , or thCl.t 
Plutarch ';.Tas a ',[orse poet than ShD.kespeare--oZ course Col-
eridse is right in saying that the comparison is heterogen-
eous--but "ve wish ""GO illustrate at least this, that there is 
an absolute order in vv!:1ich the two Harks may be compared, 
that of its nature the poetic plE..ne ist-he higher, and thc_t 
Shakespeare took his 18.vter from the historical plane and 
raised it tache poe'cic , without doing violence to the for-
mer. Some of his methods vdll be s~.udied in tiiis thesis. 
As is indicated by the title, t~is study will be con-
cerned chiefly with the characte~ization of Antony and Cleo-
patra. The procedure to be followed is simple, and the inten-
tion is to be logical and orderly in order to achieve a max-
imtL.'11 of clarity. The hero and heroine of the pla.y will be 
consirlered in Shakespeare's and in Plutarch's portrayal. Where 
Shakespeare has adhered to Plutarch's conception, and ,iliere he 
has 2,bandoned it, vvill be noted, and an B.ttempt vdll be made 
to discover the draillat±~ necessity that caused the changes. 
Someti~es, of course, it may be that character changes were 
made not on account of any intrinsic necessity, but because of 
2 dramatic tradition of Shakespeare's ti~e, although, as we 
11 
have rei;:arked, the traditions be;1ind Antony: and Cleopatra are 
nearly so s~rong as thoffibehind Julius Caesar or Timon of 
Athens. lO At any rate, such instances will not be used in 
proof of this thesis. 
In treating characterization in Antony: and Cleopatra 
it will not be possible to prescind entirely from all other 
co nsidera tions, nor \~JOuld such a thing be desirable, since 
the play is best unders ;.~ood as a unified \<":hole, and t he parts 
are only to be taken out and examined in reference to the 
whole. In this connection then, there ~"lill be occasional 
need to comment upon the plot of the play, since plot and 
character are so intimately linked in Shakespeare. Prof. 
Gervinus mC',y be quoted as one of -c~1e nls.ny critics .... rho have 
noted this fact: 
Character and action, as in nature, 
penetrate a-ach other so completely 
in Sha.kespeccre t s art, which is so true 
to nRture, that between the values end 
importance of both there is in all his 
plays the closest connection. If the 
char::.cters are rough, as in the Taming 
of the Shrevv, or superficial, as in the 
?,iiidsummer Night t S Dream, so w'ill the ac-
tions be harsh in one instance and mar-
rOvdess in the other. ll 
For this reason it viill be necessary to treat at least 
10 cf. Pages 6 & 7. 
11 Gervinus, 847. 
l 
briefly the question raised by some critics about the dra-
matic excellence of the play. Gervinus himself, for in-
stance, is among their m .. m1ber. lIe comments 
••• this play is not a~ranged with the 
same a:~tention :eo dramatic clearness 
and unity as that Julius Caesar is; 
~rther raul~s als<? seem ..... to 1~sturb sO~:Je­
,·,hi::;. t tne pure enJ oymen lJ ••• 
Accordingly, the structural de~ects he finds in the play 
slould have their effect on the characteriz2ti6n. There-
fore these supposed defects mus~ be touched upon in our 
treatment of the characters. 
"ife 'i-Jill begin ';li th the cheracter of Cleopa.tra, and to 
her the second chapter will be devoted. The third chapter 
\iill discuss the C~1aracter of l;:ark Antony. A fourth chap-
ter vdll sumLlarize the arc;umen-cs and conclv.de ti1e thesis. 
12 Ibid., 723. 
12 
13 
CHAPTER II 
CLEOPATRA: COURTESAN OR Qu~8N? 
Since what Cleopatra ~ is the key to what Antony be-
COIiles, it is fitting to consider her character first. If, 
in the drama, she is v·That Professor L.L. Schucking says she 
is, tran intelligent, passion.3 te, 2 stute, :leartless, essenti-
c9lly vulgar end profuondly immoral creature,,,l then the tra-
gedy of j',Iark AntonyT s career might rather be deemed a farce; 
but if on the other h8.nd she conforllls to M. \1. l\18_cCallum T s 
idea, nPerhaps even Shakespeare has no more marvelous crea-
tion thE;n she, or one in which the n& ture that inspires and 
the genius that reveals, are so fused in the ideal truth,n2 
1 Levin L. Schucking, Character Problems in Sh8kespeare Ts 
Plays, Henry Holt & Co., New York, 1922, 126. 
2 lvl.W. LiacCallwn, Shakespeare's Roman Plays and Their Back-
ground, ~aclliillan & Co., London, 19~O, 413. 
The difference between l\~acC.:c:llurnr s excellent study and 
the approach we are taking here might ';'lIell be emphadzed at 
this point. On ~he title pe.ge of L,:acCallum' s book the phrrase 
nand Their Background tf is printed in sIi1211er type than the 
preceeing '\iJOrds of his ti tIe, and this device is symbolic 
of the emphasis given to the source materials of the plays, 
in proportion to that given to interpretations of the plays 
themselves. l'hus, in his chapters on Antony and CleoD8tra 
i--~acCallum gives fairly comprehensi va treatment to the prin-
cipe.l characters of ~he play, but his reference to Plutarch 
is only sporadic, and he does not use the historian for the 
purpose of a compa~ison, as we intend here, so much as for an 
additional authority in confirmation of his arguments. This 
is of course a valid approach, and we will have frequent oc-
casion to refer to this v-rork. Ii. t times, hov;ever, MacCallum 
seems to confound Plutarchian char2.cterization I'rith Shakes-
pearien, making it seem as though a statement about a char-
a.cter will sGand as proved if it is confirrJed in either one 
then T,\'e will be inclined to agree with Dryden, l::.ha t what 
Antony sacrii'iced v.re.s a "World \'Jell Lost. tt 
14 
Our task ;1ere is to shm
'
{ ~lOW 2.11 the changes effected by 
Shakespeare in the characterization of Cleopatra have suc-
ceeded in making her a more artistic ligure than she v;as in 
Plutarch. This can best be shovm by a brief consideration of 
ehe nature of the project Shakespeare took upon himself. 
The object of his writing was to produce a drama, a 
tragedy, a love story, based on the historical love affair 
of Antony and Cleopatra. As in every tragedy, it was neces-
sery that there be a certain nobility in the principal char-
acters, since ignoble cha.racters cannot arouse the tragic em-
otions of pity and fear in the spectators. In general, then, 
the playw"right's task 'i,Tes to elevate Cleopatra to a higher no-
bility of character than she enjoyed in Plutarch's version. 
For it will be shovm that Plutarch T s Cleopatra ~as very little 
nobility. His problem can be mC::.de s(.ill more specific, how-
ever, by looking at the peculiar problems facing him in the 
portrayal of the Queen of Bgypt. Since the tragedy is direct-
ly trace2,ble to his infatuation for Cleo~)atra, it ~vas neces-
sary not; only to en~loble Cleopatra in order that she Ii1igl1t be 
of the texts. '1'hi s of course, assu:nes that, Shakespeare 
changed not:1ing in Plutarch, an assumption that vie are ex-
plicitly denying in this thesis. 
• rr=------------~------15~ 
a fit tragic heroine, but also to lay sPecial emphasis on 
the reality of her love for Antony, in o~der that his passion 
might seem to have an obj ect worthy of a t:cagic hero. ?or if 
Antony's love were not reciprocated, if he were devoted to a 
fickle coquette, then he too would diminish in stature. 
S~akespeare'5 end therefore is twofold: the general aim of en-
hancing the Queen's nobility, and the sPecific aim of making 
her love for Antony a sincere passion. To one or the other 
of these aims we shall discover that all the chan.;es in Cleo-
DE.tra f s c~::.arE,cterization can be red~lced. 
J. 
This fact alone, that the play stands or falls with the 
proper interpre~ation of Cl~opatra's character, sho~ld be 
enough to convince us that in Shakespeare's mind she has, 
despite all her faults, an essential nObility that makes her 
worthy to be th~ ~:leroine in a world-tragedy. She is noble in 
Plutarc~ too, yet in Plutarch and in Shakespeare her nobili-
ty has different qualities (as well as degrees), and this is 
one of the important changes introd~ced by Shakespeare. In 
the ~' t r.-ee~l·n~ of Antony and Cleopatra lrs ~ ~ b • , for example, the 
external events and circumstances C.re almost identical in the 
t-/fO authors, so much so that this is one of the favorite texts 
for illustrating Shakespeare's dependenCe on Plutarch. Yet 
the ;notives behind Cleopatra's behavior are far different in 
Shakes}Jeare from those in Plutarch. The poet describes the 
. . t' ~'1 '~l'ng p~ssa7~ '~ueen f s comlng ln ne .:.0. 0.. c, "0'--, that labors hard to 
~--------------------------------------------1-6~' 
surpass Plutarch's version: 
Znobarbus :.r}len she first ~{tet r'lark Antony 
She pursed up his heart upon the river of 
Cydnus ... 
The barge she sat in like a burnished throne, 
Burn'd on the .. rater; the poop ltVas beat.en Gold, 
Purple the sails, and so perf'vx.ned 'chat 
The 1,'\Tinds 't;ere love-sick ",;-1 t.h them, t.he 
oars were silver, 
'.'Thich ~o the tune of flutes kept stroke, 
and made 
The we.ter which they beat to follo'V'J faster, 
As amourous of th~ir strokes. 70r her 
own person, 
It beggared all description ••. 
And more of the S2me until 
Upon her landing, Antony sent to her, 
Invited her to supper; she replied 
It should be better he became her guest, 
vihich she entreated. Our COtirteous Antony, 
~fuom ne'er ~he word of 'No' woman heard speak, 
Being barber'd ten times o'er, goes to 
the feast, 
And,for his ordinary pays his heart 
For Wh2.t his eyes eat only.3 
All this scene, and all its context convey only an im-
pression of luxury--at most an impression of a woman's amor-
ous conquest. l'here is no hint of a political expediency as 
the motive, not even from the cynical Enobarbus who narrates 
the event, and ~ould be the ?irst to detect a hidden intent. 
His tone here is one of ad~niration, and the speech climaxes 
a series of boast~ 2bout the luxurious life of the east. 
rr:.~·e did sleep the day out of countenance, and made the night 
3 The Complete 
Oxford U. Pr 
Cleopatra, If 
17 
lig~t with driTIking,~ he has been bragging, and he goes on to 
add, tf1A'e had much more !:10nstrous m2.tter of feast, "Thich 1tmrth-
ily deserved noting. it4 Yet in Plut8.rch this whole scene 'ltJ'as 
a cunning, almost defiant act on the part of the Queen, a 
reckless bid for leniency from a conquering general, and a 
powerful indication of the trust she placed in her \'lOmanly 
charms. North's version of the Lives gives it: 
Antonius, going to mc:.ke war v'!i th the 
Parthians, sent to command Cleopatra to ap-
pear personally before him, when he came in-
to CiliciEi, to answer unto such accusations 
as were laid against har, being this: that 
she had aided Cassius ~nd Brutus in their 
1-vaT against him. The messenger •.• l;hen he 
had thoroughly considered her beauty, the 
excellent ~race and sweetness of her tongue, 
•.• assured himself that in a few days she 
should be in great favor with him (Antony). 
Therefore he did her great hono:c, and per-
suaded her .•. not to be ~fraid at all of Ant~ 
onius ... Cleopatra, on tht other side, believ-
ing Dellius t (the messenger's) Hords, and 
guessing by the former access and credit 
she had had with Julius Caesar and Cneius 
(sic) Pompey (the son of Pompey the Great) 
only for her beauty: she began to have good 
hope that she might more easily win Anton-
ius •••• Therefore when she i,\lE.S sent unto by 
divers letters, both from Antonius himself, 
and also from his friends, she made so light 
of it and m~cked Antonius so much, that she 
disdained to set forwatd otherwise, but to 
take her barge in the ri vel~ of Cydnus, the 
pooJ) "Thereof was gold, the seils of purple •• 5 
4 Ibid., II,ii, 1~54 sq. 
5 Shakespe&:r~":"'~ Flut_8.:J..:..ch, ed. C.t". Tucker Brooke, Ch.stto and 
"indus, London, 1969, 37. 
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and then follm'l]s the passage so closely resembling Shakes-
peare's description. But see t~1e difference in the C-:ueen' s 
moJci ve t Shakespeare dows not precisely deny ~he political 
aiu) but his silence obli tera tes it. In bot~l authors she is 
queenly, but whereas in Plutarch she is ~eenly as monarch, 
in Shakespeare she is the queenly lover. By suypressing the 
moti ve~ of Plutarch's version, he begins to achieve 'lJha t ','fe 
have cal18d his specific artistic ai:n--that of affir:aing 
the sincerity of t~e Queen's love. So too, in the account of 
the Queen's disastrous presence at the battle of Actium, Plu-
tarch tells a different story than Shakespeare: 
But Cleopatra, fearing lest kntonius 
s;10uld again be made friends '.,Ii th Octa-
vius Caesar, by the means of his wife 
Octavia, she so plied C~nidius \lith mon-
ey, and filled his purse, that he be-
came her spo}cesman unto Antonius, and 
he told him the :ce vIas no reason to send 
her from :chi s war,l vvho defrayed so 
great a charge ••• o 
Expediency and politics pure and simple, according to the 
historian,but the poet turns the motive entirely: 
C:eo I l\li11 be even I'd th t:le e, doubt it 
not. 
Enobarbus But \,rhy, \",hy, ".;hy? 
Cleo Thou hast fore spoke my being in 
the se '{Jars, 
And say'st it is not fit. 
Eno Well, is it, is it? 
6 Ibid., 89. 
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Cleo Is't not denounced 'gainst us? 
--- 'dhy should not ';;e 
Be there in Person?7 
Cleopatra here confesses only to the desire of fighting her 
Offfi battles, End even if \'ie wished to question her sincer-
ity in this regard, the only other motive the preceding scenes 
will allow us to attribute to her is the wish to be with Ant-
any. If it were rather the motive of Plutarch's version, we 
could expect Bnobarbus to challenge her with it. For him, 
2, soldier, f,Jrthermore, the Plutarcb.ian motive w'ould have 
met hi s approval, a s leading to a vlarlike resolution of the 
crisis, ~nd her presence would have been quite unobjection-
able to him. It is because he feels that her presence makes 
not for war but for peace--or at least for inefficiency in 
battle--that he resents it: "Your presence needs must puz-
zle Antony; tc~ke from his heart, take from his brain, from's 
time, what should not thence be spared. rt8 
In other \Oiords, \.[ha t Shakespeare ha s done in these in-
s~ances, and in others of the same kind, is to remove all re-
ferences to Cleopatra as a self-see;~ing Queen, 1tIho sees her for-
tunes as lying apEirt from those of I~ark Antony. That she may 
be self-seeking we do not deny, but in Shakespeare's ver-
7 Shakespeare, A & C, III, V~l, l,sq. 
8 Ibid., III, vii, 10 - 12. 
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sion she does not look upon herself as ~ queen mighty in 
her own right; it is in identifying her interests with those 
of Antony th3t her success is to be mttained. This is not 
all that Shakespeare has done by this change. He does not; 
only deny the motive of politics in the passage referred to, 
but he affirms the motive of real love. This is not at 
all verified in Plutarch. 
Profe3sor Sclmcking's severe charge against Cleopatra 
~'ihich has been quoted earlier in thi s chc:.pter9 is probably 
to be explained by his confounding of the two Cleopatras, 
that of Plutarch wi th that of Shakespeare. vie It.d.ll attempt to 
show tha t hi s charges are in the main false; and by shov'ling 
here and nOvi that in Shakespeare's story Cleopatra's love VIaS 
sincere, that indeed Shakespeare took great pc.ins to ShO'fl 
that it Vic.S sincere, a beginnig on this refutation vlill have 
baen made. First, however, let us see Cleopatra as Plutarch 
S2.vi her. A fe,,'" random passages will sho .. ", his ;nind. Her 
effect on Antony: 
Antonius being t:iUS inclined, the last 
and extremest mischief of all other (to 
I-'ii t, the love of Cleopatra) lighted in 
him, who did "vaken and stir up many vices 
yet hidden in him, and were never seen to 
any: and if any spark of goodness or hope 
of rising were left him, Cleopatra quenched 
9 cf. Page 13. 
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~ it straight, and ma.de it \flOrSe than before .10 
Then began this pestilent plague and 
mischief of Cleopatra's love ••• again to 
kindle. ll 
Her methods of svraying him: 
But now again to Cleopatra. Plato writ-
9th that there are four kinds of flat-
tery: but Cleopatra divided it into many 
kinds. For she, were it in sport or mat-
ter of earnest, still devised sundry new 
delights to have Antonius at COfD..i.'TIcmdment, 
never leaving him day or night, nor once 
letting him go out of her sight.12 
Her deceit: 
Cleopatra knmdng that Octavia '.'muld have 
Antonius fro;ll her, and fearing that ••• 
she would be too strong for her, and in 
the end '.'iin him away; ahe subtly seemed to 
languish for the love of Antonius, pin-
ing her body for lack of meat •••• And still 
found the ;:1eans that Antonius should often 
find her weeping •••• All these tricks she 
used. 13 
3ven her beauty is somevlha t disparaged; 
The Romans did pity her (Octavia), 
but much more Antonius, and t:lose spe-
cially who he,d seen CleOpEttra, who nei-
ther excelled Octavia in beauty, non yet 
in young years. l4 
In Plutarc~l this i"lhole history is vievled from the point 
of vieVI of the Roman, the aristocrat, the i;n':::>erialist. ?or 
10 Q}"ckespRaref~ Dl-lt~rc~ 30' ....... '-' _ _ J. t. 0. L. , • 
11 Ibid., 55. 
12 Ibid., 43. 
13 Ibid., £53. 
14 Ibid., 91. 
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although Plutarch vias a Greek, in his time one was either Ro-
man or barbarian, and his sympathies lay with the city on the 
Tiber. To a man of this stamp all that is ~oman is noble, and 
the East with all its works and pomps '\'12..S an abomination. l'he 
sympathies ot men of this age [lnd disposition C.re well epi t6-
mized in Horace's eXl.<ltant ode on the downfall of Cleopatra, 
ffNunc Est Bi bendurn If : 
••• 'while still a 'frenzied queen was plot-
ting ruin against the Capitol, with her 
polluted band of gallants foul with lust, 
--a vvoman mad wnough to nyrse the \.'lildest 
hopes and drunk with fortune's favors. But 
the escape of scarce a single galley from 
the flames sobered he» fury, and Caesar 
changed the wild delusions bred by Maerotic 
vvine to the stern reality of terror, chasing 
her with his triremes, as she sped away 
fronl Italy, even as the havvk pursues the 
gentle dove, or the swift l1unter follows 
the hare ••• ltd th purpose fixed to put in 
chains the accursed cre~"ture .15 
Like all translc',tions of the Odes except those fev;[ done in 
verse by poets, this one loses every tiling but the literal sense, 
but at least the sense is cleDrly unfle,ttering to the !Jueen. 
Notice too that in this ode Antony is not mentioned at all. 
He is a Roman, and his disgrace is best passed over in silence. 
For disgrace it certainly is, in the eyes of such as Plutarch, 
for not only did Antony cast away a kingdom, but he did it in 
15 The Classics, Greek and Latin, Vol III, Horace and the Satir-
ists, Horace, Odes, Bk. I, No. 37, Vincent PBrke And Co., 
New York, 1909. 
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the thralldo;!i of a non-Ro~flan, which is weil-nigh the unforgi v-
able sin. 
The selections frOiTI Plutarch quoted above ,:are chosen at 
random, and they a re typical of hi s remarks about Cleopatra. 
Nowhere until the death of Antony can we be sure, in Plutarch's 
version, that Cleopatra's love for i.ntony is anything more 
than mere policy. Indeed, vlhen Vie see her in Plutarch's ac-
count of the death seene, how "she rent her garments upon 
hi:i1, cla)ping her breast and scratching her face and stomach ••• 
forgettin her own misery and calamity, for the pity she took 
of him, lr16 Vfe are tempted to_accuse Plutarch of misrepresent-
ing her in the earlier parts of the story. Professor Schuck-
ing has accused Shakespeare of pure contradiction in her char-
acter: "The contradiction between this picture of Cleopatra 
and the cha_racter Shakespeare gives her in the last ilvo acts, 
••• is astonishing. ltl? W-e have alrez_dy hinted that this is an 
erroneous conclusion caused by confounding the Cleopatra of 
Plutarch "\>vi th that of Shakespeare. It seems closer to the 
truth to say that Shakespeare has recognized this contradic-
tion latent in Plutarch's story, and has chosen the most artis-
tic means of remedying it: stressing the nobility of Cleopa-
tra, and making her love i'or Antony stand. out as unquestion-
16 Shakespeare's Plu~arch, 123. 
l? Schucking, 127. 
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, ably sincere, despite all her coquetry and the raillery she 
directed at her lover. 
Furthermore, besides his desire to remedy this contradic-
tion in Plutarch, Shakespeare probably had another motive in 
emphasizing Cleopatra T s love a t the expense of her statesman-
sl1ip. He \'\Tas \~ri ting the story of Antony and Cleopatra, which 
is a love story, and has been so in :E:nglish at least since the 
time of Ch8J .. leer's Legend of Good 'flomen. He VJas n)t writing a 
chronicle here, and not doubt he savi, n::)'w' in his maturity, that 
chronicles such as the Bolingbroke series were not fitted to 
ei ther tragedy or romance. To fit the st,ory to this artistic 
form, he clearly saw the necest>ity of making the Queen's love 
real. Thus the follo1rling interpreta"c,ion by Schucking seems 
forced: 
Further on in the same act (l,ii) she is 
described by .bnobarbus, who, throughout 
the play acts the part of c~lOrus ••• as con-
sisting "of nothing but the finest part of 
pure love. n That here we have to under-
stand the \vord love in a ,:,urely erotic 
sartee, is confirmed by a remark of the sarne 
observer, viho ironically declares that he 
can exolain her constant threats to kill 
hersel~ only by the belief that in deat~ 
she ',1ill find a neV\r erotic enj oyment. alo 
The proof offered for interpreting the state~Jent of Enob"Cl.rbus 
'in a purely erotic sensEP, is at best qui te tenuous. Schuck-
I ,"; ,." 1·· 1"')2 o .:>cnuc.rCJ.ng, ,~. 
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ing misunders~ands the character of ~nobarbus for one thing, 
in spying that he 1tacts the part of chorus,1t A chorus stands 
apart frora the action, is often only vaguely cnnracterized, 
vrl:ile ;:i;nobarbus is a partisan--of Cleopatra at that--and is 8.n 
individual; and above all his desertion prevents us from assign-
ing him any such role as chorus. hore specifically, it is like-
ly that Schuckin,2; is colering the text with his 01.>,[11 notions, as 
we see when '\r18 eXclTIline the line in context. A lengthy quota-
tion from the play Irv'ill be necessary: 
Ant. I must \fi th haste from hence. 
Eno. \'111y then, we Idll (?,ll our women: vve 
see how mortal an unkindness iE:) to them; 
if they suffer our departure, death's 
the word. 
Ant. I must be ~one. 
Eno. Under a compelling occasion, let 
women die: it were a pitv to cast them 
away for notjing ••• Cl~op~tra, catching 
but the least noise of this, dies in-
stantly; I have seen her die twenty times 
upon far poorer moment: I do think there 
i s mettle in death, which corcu'11i ts some 
love act upon her, she hath such a cel-
erity in dyin,];. 
Ant. She is cunning past man's thought. 
Eno. Alack, sir, no; her ,;)assions are :made 
of nothin~ but the finest parts of pure 
love. We cannot call her winds and waters 
sighs and tears; they are g:..eater storms 
than almanacs can report: this cannot be 
cunning in her; if it be, she makes a 
shower of rain as well as Jove. 
Ant. ~ould I had never seen hert 
SnG:" 0 sir, you had then left unseen 
a wonderful piece of work; which not 
to have been blessed withal would have 
discredited your travel. 19 
19 Shakespeare, A & C, I, ii, 141 sq. 
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l!:nobarbusi::.ere makes a gradual transition from his us-
ual irony to earnest.ess. His first answer is a negligent one, 
because he does no~ know the reason for Antony's desire to 
d~part, and expects it to develop into no more than another 
idle \elish. Antony repeats his decisj_on, and 1i,;nobarbus calls 
vlhat he '~hinks is his general t s bluff by warning him, in an 
exaggerated fachion, of Cleopatra's likely reaction to the 
departure. But when Antony agrees with Enobarbus' disparage-
ment of the Queen, "she is cunning past man's thought," the 
lieutenant realizes that he is serious, and is quick to show 
the good in Cleopatra. His answer, then, seems rather to be in 
disagreement with Antony, and meant to be complimentary, not 
derogatory, as Schucking woula have it. Enobarbus' l&st line 
quoted above is unquestionably sincere, and it is not unflat-
tering to the Queen. 
Our main concern, however, is not a refutation of Schuck-
ing's theories concerning Cleopatra. Our business is to show 
how Shakespeare transformed the Plutarch ian concept and built 
up his mill concept, which is far more artistic and more true 
to life. It is because Schucking is Ghe most vociferous of 
our adversaries that he has received so much space here. 
We have been maintaining then, that Plutarch's Queen is 
not drawn as loving Antony so much as beloved by him; that, 
in fact, Plutarch's description of her an~uish at the death of 
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I Antony comes very unexpectedly because of the impression giv-
en earlier in the Life that Cleopatra used Antony merely as 
a tool. Now we must illustrate frorn the text of the play how 
Shakespeare conscientiously corrected this false impression, 
by placing emphasis on the love element in the drama, and play-
ing dovm the political dealings of the (~ueen. Such illustra-
tions, it must be declared, are not to be found in the mere 
remarks of the other actors in the drama, vd thout any interpre-
tation of their motives for spe,_~king or of their available 
knowledge. Thus Octavius Caesar's remarks about the Queen may 
be discounted on both standards: he is not an impartial judge, 
and it is impossible to judge the truth of a person's love 
from a distance of a thousand miles. Nor are Cleopatra's 
statements of her love to be taken mere.l y at their face val-
ue, for it is certain that at times, at least, she speaks out 
of flattery or guile, for we can never deny that there is 
much of the coquette in her. A few passages in which the true 
intent can be established, will nevertheless prove our point. 
They will be chosen fro~ the parts of the play prior to An-
tony's death, si~c¢ even Schucking acknowledges that the 
Queen's passion is true in the later portions. 
The third scene of Act I is a notable example of the sort 
of dialogue v{hich is common in the interchanges between the 
tvlO lovers, where it is difficult to distinguish bet;.yeen 
what is said in a chiding tone, and what is literal truth. 
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Throughout the scene, from the t.ime Antony and Cleopatra are 
together, the Queen has fifteen separate lines, and all but 
the 10. st one, or at the most t'i'w--are said in a spirit of 
playacting. But the last two, certainly the last, are sin-
cere, and prove Cleopatra's love. Antony comes to tell Cleo-
patra of Fulvia's death, and his return to Rome. Cleopatra 
shuts off all his protests with lamentations over her~etray-
0.1 11 before he can even tell her of the death of his \'life: 
ilWha t says the married vwman? You may 2;0: Hould she had never 
given you leave to comet Let her not say 'tis I that keep you 
here; I have no power upon you," and "0, never was there Queen 
so mightily betrayedt" After Antony finally tells her of Ful-
via's death, she is stunned for a moment, but incredulous: 
"Gan Fulvia die?tr Convinced, she immediately uses this very 
fact to rene".; her abuse of J.1er lover, "Novv I see, I see, in 
Fulvia's death, how mine shall be received.!f20 She continues, 
displaying a wit vastly superior to t~e plodding mind of An-
tony, and finally his rising anger shows her she has gone far 
enough. She drops her wiles and speaks to him affectionately: 
Courteous Lord, one word. 
Sir, you and I must part--but that's not 
it: 
Sir, you and I have loved--but that's not 
it; 
20 Ibid., I, iii, :9assim. 
~---------, 
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'rha t you know well: something it is 
I would--
0, my o~livion is a very Antony, 
And I am all forgotten. 21 
It might be argued that thi,s line can hardly be expres-
sive of Cleopatra's true feelings, since Antony takes it as 
vmrthy of censure, sE,ying, ttBut that:, your royalty holds 
idleness your subject, I should take you for idleness it-
self. 1I22 There is something in this contention, but on the 
face of it, it ~:.s hard to see vih&t other lileaning the words 
of 81eopatra could have except their literal one. Antony's 
reproach might well apply to all the ttidleness" of the Queen's 
prededing speeches rather than to the present one. .i>IacCal-
lum at least takes this si.de, prefacing a quotation of this 
text, l'fith the statement,1'But at the T.:ord of his leaving she 
is at once all '\"dstful tenderness. n23 Be this as it may, of 
the real sincerity of the Queen's next line there can be no 
doubt. r,.iacCllum's remark here: rfBut t.hence a?:ain she -aasses 
'J ~ 
on to grav~and quiet digni ty, n24 expresses only pa::"t of the 
truth, for the line has love in it too, and true respect: 
'Tis sweating'labor 
To b~ar such idleness so near the heart 
As Cleopatra this. But sir, forgive me; 
21 Ibid., I, iii, 36 - 91. 
22 Ibid., I, iii, 91 - 93. 
23 MacCallum, 419. 
24 Ibid., 419. 
Since my beco:r.ings kill me, '.ihen they 
do not 
Eye well to you. Your honor calls you 
hence; 
Therefore be deaf to my unpitied folly, 
And all the gods go with yout Upon 
your svvord 
Sit laurelled victory! and smooth success 
Be strewed before your feett 25 
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'dhen the Queen has done "vi th her tbecomingstf she has yet ano-
ther mood, 'fJ"hich is her true and lasting mood. It is note-
worthy tha t 1'J~9_cCallwl1 uses this entire section in illustra-
tiOD of the fact that "her versetility of intellect, her 
variety of mood, are inexhaustible; end she can pass from 
gravity to g2iety, from fondness to banter with a suddenness 
thet baffles CO!l,j ecture. ,,26 It is a failure to recognize the 
infinite variety that 3nobarbus credits her with27 and Shakes-
peare endc~s her with that causes so~e c~itics to discover 
contradictions in her character. This variety has been 
Shakespeere's contribution to the character. flutarch Save 
the cue: 
••• so sweet was her company and conver-
32tion that B mEn could not possibly but 
be taken. And besides her beauty, the 
good grace she had to talk 2nd discourse, 
her courteous nature that tempered her 
words and deeds, v'laS a spur that pricked 
to the quiOk. Furthermore, besides 011 
these, her voice and words were mayvelous 
pleasant ••• 28 
25 Shakespe8re, A &~, I,iii, 93 - 101. 
26 I"lacCalluIn, 41S:---
27 ShakespeEre, A & C, II, ii, 244. 
,., 
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but he had not the art to exemplify it. So great w~s Shakes-
peare's art that this one scene alone gives a plausible pre-
sentation of Ghe Queen in all the moods of pathos, anger, 
indignation, mockery, tenderness, love. It is an instance of 
the superiority we mentioned in the first chapter, of the 
poetic mediwn overche historical. Plutarch acknoi'vledges 
the infinite variety of Cleopatra's character, but liulited as 
he is by historical facts, not to mention the prejudices of 
a Graeco-Roman imperialist, he is unable to illustrate this 
trait in Cleopatra in such a way that it will appear as allur-
ing to us as, he 3rants, it did to Antony. Tje poet, restric-
ted by a far different kind of truth, is able to realize this 
ideal. His truth is v-Ihat Aristotle calls ftpoetic truth,11 and 
the Poetics describe it in this way: 
The office of the poet consists in dis-
playing not v-Tnat actually has hcippened, 
but what in a given situation might well 
happen, a sequence of events that is 
possible, in the sense of being either 
credible or inevitable. 29 
The scene is, finally, an instance of the poet's achiev-
ing both the general and particular a 1.:11 that 'rle mentioned 
eC'crlier. The Queen is made to appec_r both more noble than 
she does in Plutarch, and more true in her love. 
29 Aristotle, 31~ 
L 
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Let us now refer briefly to one other scene which will 
clinch our argument that Shakespeare's Cleopatra is motiva-
ted by a deep and sincere love. This scene wi~l also serve 
as a transi~ion to another important point of departure be-
tween Shakespeare and his source. ':Ie are referring to the 
fourth scene of Act IV, when, on the morn of the final bat-
tle at Alexandria, Cleopatra acts as Antony's squire and helps 
him into his armor. There is no interchange of vows or 
embrac0s, no deep passion displayed, but the humble, eager 
service of the Queen, her quaint vanity at her success ("Is 
not this buckled well?"30), and her cheerfulness in the face 
of what she knows to be certain defeat, are surer proofs 
than any protestations could be of the sincerity of Cleopa-
traYs love. She keeps a smile--in her actions we see this--
until Antony leaves, and then even in her despair there is 
nothing but loyalty: "Lead me. He goes forth gallantly. 
That he and Caesar might determine this greet viar in single 
fightt Then Antony, --but now--well, on.n31 
This scene is Shakespeare's own, and has no prototype 
of any kind in Plutarch. Such a thing is rare in Antony and 
Cleopatra, and "'Then v,:e find such a scene, we may justly con-
30 Shakespeare, A & C, ~V, iv, 11. 
31 Ibid., IV, iv, 35 - 38. 
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elude that Shakespeare had a definite and conscious ?urpose 
in view. Since the effect of this scene, indisputably, is 
to impress us::orcibly I,d th the tender love of the two lead-
ing c!:1aractcrs of -ehe play, it is not rash to argu.e thatthis 
effect 11"2.;3 intended by Shakespeare, and that he desired it 
strongly enough to seek it by abandcnin~ his source book at 
that point in the ;Jlay where othervdse he was fol101'ling;.:,he 
shource most closely. The reason for this deviation, of course, 
lies in the need to portray his characters in such a way that 
they will arouse the pity of the spectators. 
It is strange that this ttarmingff scene has not received 
more attention from the critics. There is scarcely another 
scene in the play where the characters appear more human, or 
more viOrthy of our sympathy. In its fev! lines--there are 
but thirty-eight altogether--we get a picture of both the 
lovers, but of Cleopatra especially, that reminds us of what 
Shakes;)eare g:ve us in Homeo and Juliet. The action ought 
to be visualized, as Shakespeare would have done in writing 
it; for it must alvlays be remembered that he never meant his 
plays to be read, but to be seen on the stage. We can see t~e 
Queen on her knees, buckling the strap of Antony's greave, or 
fastening his breastplate, and hear the low tones of their 
affec~i0nate banter: 
Cleo. Nay, I'll help too. 
What's this for? 
Ant. Ah , l et it bet t hou art 4 
the a r mourer of my heart : f als e, false; 
this, t his. 
Cleo. Sooth , la, I' l l help : t hus i t must be. 
Ant. ~. ell, well ; 
We shall t hrive now. --See'st t hou , my 
good f el l ovv? 
Go put on t hy defense s. 
Eros Briefly, sir. 
Cleo. Is not this buc kled we l l? 
Ant: Rarely, rarely: 
He that unbuckles this, t ill 1;'>Je do 
pleas e 
To daf f't f or our repose, shall hear 
5 a s torm. --
Thou fumblest, Eros; and my Queen's a 
squire 
IVlore tigh t at t hi s th 2,n thou.J 2 
This scene is a real g em of Shakespeare's art, and can be 
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one of the most touc hing in a stag e pr e senta tion of the play. 
We have remarked t ha t this scene would serve as a trans-
ition to t he next point of our comparison . This point is the 
minimizing by Shakespear e of all references to ca rna l or 
sexual love i n t he play. The scene we have been discussing 
is a good illustrat ion of the positive side of this same 
observation, f o r it is typica l in its emphasis on a love of 
companionship a nd camar a derie. Of course we do not mean t hat 
Shakespeare had any intention of denying t ha t Cleopatra wa s 
t he mistress of Antony , nor "tha t Antony had a \'\rife at Rome , 
nor t ha t in Roman t i mes a s well a s Eliza bethan times t he name 
" 
32 I bid., IV, iv, 5 - 15. 
\ 
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for this intimacy was adultery; but still, we do mean to show 
t.bat \"lherever it '{JaS possible Shakespea.re avoided the .fact, 
and portrayed a love of a different sort. Again, this is just 
another method of making the characters more noble and thus 
more appealing to the sympathies of the audience. Let us 
consider Plutarch's treatment of the same subject, and compare 
it side by side \iv-ith Shakespeare's. Vie will see that his is 
another occasion where Shakespeare is loyal to his source, in 
the sense that he denies nothing that Plutarch affirms, but 
where by emphasis and omission he gives what is in fact a 
very different coloring. 
Consider, for instance, the number of times Plutarch 
refers to Cleopatra's children by Antony: 
Cleopatra having brought him two (sic) 
twins, a son and a daughter, he named his 
som Alexander, and his daughter Cleopa-
tra. 33 . 
For he [i.e., the King of the Medes) 
married his daughter, 'Vlhich was very 
young, unto one of the sons that Cleopa-
tra had by him (Antony) .34 
••• upon a high tribunal silvered he set 
two chairs of gold, one for himself, and 
the other for Cleopatra, and lower chairs 
for his children ••• he called the sons 
he had by her kings of kings ••• 35 
33 Shakespeare's Plutarch, 56. 
34 Ibid., 85. 
35 Ibid., 86. 
L 
So afte:;'A hi s sons had done their hum-
ble duties, and kissed ~tieir father 
and mother ••• 36 
For all these texts and many similar ones in Plutarch, only 
one can be found to match in the play. In the sixth scene 
of Act III Shakespeare puts into the mouth of Octavius an 
36 
account of Antony's giving the name of kings to the children 
of hL;self and Cleopatrc_. There is no other mention of these 
children, and even this allusion loses force because it is 
not staged, only related by one fro:,: whom abuse of Antony is 
to be expec-t,ed. 
NoW let us look at some of Plutarch's texts that ~ 
adopted by Shakespeare, a nd we '.[ill see how he handles them 
for his arti%tic purposes. The ambassador ,,'{hom Antony and 
Cleopatra send to Octavius after Actiwj is expressly des-
cribed by Plutarch as "Euphronius, the schoolsaster of their 
children.!t But in the play, vlhen Caesar, notified of the mes-
senger's coming, asks ;,,,,ho he is, -ehe reply is nSir, 'tis his 
schoolmaster. tt \'lhether this means trthe forme:C' teacher of An-
tony," or trthe teacher hired by Antony," is indifferent; the 
thing "iorth noting is -eha t at;tention is diverted from the 
children sprung from the two lovers. It is vlorthwhile re-
peating here that the danger of confounding impressions de-
36 Ibid., 87. 
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ri veel frouJ. Plutarch's version viii th the interpreta ti:Jn in-
tended by Shakes·~!eare should be scrupulously avoided. From 
Plutarch's version we are well airlare that Antony and Cleo-
patra had children, but in Shakespeare's play the fact is al-
most alvrays by-passed, and there can hardly be any other ex-
planation of this than to say that Shakespeare wished to 
por~ray a different kind of love than merely sensual and sel-
fish love. A second co;r~parisdm \",1.11 ~:lake this clearer. Plu-
tarch tells of Caesar's threat to Cleopatra, after Antonyts 
death, in these words: 
But Caesar mistrusted that Cleopatra 
\vould kill '~lerself ••• and therefore 
did put her in fear, and threatened her 
to put her children to shameful death. 
vii th these threats Cleopatra for fear 
yielded straight, as she would have 
¥ielded unto strokes.37 
Compare Shakespeare's version of this scene: 
Caes •••• but if you seek 
'TOlay on me a cruelty, by taking 
Antony's course, you shall bereave 
yourself 
Of my good purnoses, and put your 
children 
To that destruction which I'll guard 
them from 
If thereon you'll rely. I'll take 
my leave. 
Cleo. And may through all the v'iOrld: 
'tis yours; and we, 
Your scutchQons and your signs of conquest 
shall 
37 Ibid., 129. 
~----------a 
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Hang in what place you please.38 
The Queen's anSVfer is ironical, though the irony is veiled 
enough to deceive Caesar. Her deteriuination to follov.r An-
38 
tony is unshaken even by the conqueror's threat, So that this 
pass2~ is a definite departure from Plutarch. In her first 
words u:?on the exi t of Ca.esar, both her exasperation with 
him and her determination are evident: ilEe vwrds me girls, 
he words me, tha t I should not be noble to myself; but hark 
thee, Charmian ••. n39 And she T,"rhis:gers to her aGtendant the 
order to provide the asp. 
These exam:,les sholtl Shakesneare T s conscious avoidance of 
" 
references to children sprung of Anto:::~y and Cleopatra. An-
other proo.:: of hi s vd sh to ennoble them by portraying the 
more s?iri t¥al side of their love can be seen in the occasion-
al su~gestions which, in the eyes of the protagonists at least, 
illight justif:r their .regarding their relationship as a common-
lavf marriage. 1''lacCEcll urn, for instance, devotes an appendix 
of his book to a treatment of the possibility that Cleopatra 
desired to legalize their union after the death of Fulvia.40 
This is his suggestion for the meaning of her line: 
3g Sha~speare, A & C, V, ii, 127 - 135. 
39 Ibid., V, ii, 190 - 191. 
40 ,i',lacC",llUJll, Appendix E. 
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Courteous Lord, one ~ord. 
Sir, you and I must part, --but that's 
not it: . 
Sir, you and I have loved, --but that's 
not it; 
That you kno1i'! well: something it is I 
vlOuld, --
0, my oblivion is a very Antony, 
And I am all forgotten. r Italics ours] 41 
He suggests explaining this as the beginnings of a proposal 
of marriage, abandoned for the reason that usually causes 
women to shy away from proposing. This is not implausible, 
and her reply to Antony's charge of idleness then fits well 
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with this explanation: "'Tis sweating labor to bear such idle-
mess so near the heart as Cleopatra this.n42 
Another instance of her wish for a more legitimate un-
ion is found in her speec11 just before ~:ler suicide: tfHus-
band, I come: Now to that Jlame my coura~e prove my title. H43 
Plutarch's only reference to the title of husband is found 
in his description of Cleopatra's grief over Antony's body 
'Hhen the word is among her expressions of lamentation: "Then 
she dryed up his blood that had berayed (sic) his face, and 
called him her Lord, her husband, and ~mperor, forgetting her 
owm ~nisery and calamity, for the pity and compassion she 
took of him. "4'+ For the rest Plutarch lalls continued stress 
41 Shakespeare, A 8-:, C, I, iii, 86 - 91 • 
42 Ibid., I, iii, 93 - 95. 
43 Ibid., V, ii, 289 - 290. 
44 Shakespeare's Plutarch, 123. 
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on the irregularity of their bond. 
Then too, it has been noted that through::lut the play 
there is not a single line that calls for any gesture of af-
fection, that it is possible, (though hardly advisable) to 
act out the play ",'li thout the principals embracing at all. 
Neither is there a scene in 1iihich they appear alone, always 
there is some other person, at least a servart, present, and 
present in such a way that he cannot be dispensed with .with-
out dropping some lines. We are not sUfsgesting that Shakes-
peare meant to provide the lovers with chaperons--it would 
be a brave duenna who would assume authority over the love-
making of this pair--but we do su~gest that Shakespeare f~lt 
that the best interpretation of the lovers' characters could 
be had v1'ibhout physical intimacy of any kind. Not so Plu-
tarch. After the reconciliation follO\ving the debacle at 
ActiurY!, he says explicitly: !'Cleopatra's 1,\'O:::1en first brought 
Antonius and Cleopatra to speak togetiler, and afterwards to 
sup and lie together. a45 Shakespeare's version provides for 
the speaking and supping very consistently, but that is all. 46 
We have already rffinarked that Plutarch judges Cleopatra 
in Roman-vlise, and according to Roman ideas of greatness. 
45 Ibid., 107. 
46 Shakespeare, A & C, III, ).' v ....... 
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Ee.rlier in this chapter we have shmm how Shakespeare's judg-
ment is different, in that he is more willing t~ condone An-
tont's casting aitmy of his empire in exchange for his iTser-
pent of old Nile. ft Now we \'1ish to apply this same truth to 
the ~ighly controversial question of the motives for Cleo-
patra's suicide. Some critics are impatient with Cleopatra 
when she fails to die upon the body of Antony. The reason for 
t:lis is probably tha t they f ail to recognize the difference 
in temperament be:bween the two characters. Despite c'ell his 
profligc~cy, Antony sholtis that he has been reared in the 
traditional Roman manner--a manner that, along with gleanings 
from many kinds of popular philosophies, always included a 
certain amount of stoicism, a certain amount of Spartan as-
ceticism. Because we implicit~y expect this in Roman knights, 
we are not surprised at their propensity for suicide after 
failure. Now Cleopatra) on the other hand, .has no such 
background. The historical Queen possibly had such a Spar-
tftn rearing, but it is with Shakespeare's Cleopatra that we 
are concerned. She h;::.s first of all, all the fears that B.re 
natural to her sex. She has been long used to service at 
th2. hands of others and to g:r:-eat luxury. Shakespeare never 
shows her enduring any hardship that she can possibly avoid. 
(rhus v.rhen it comes time for her to consider sui cide, e. greater 
ef.~"ort of the will is needed than in Antony's case. .c;ven her 
remote preparation (Caesar remarks ~Her physician tells me 
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she hath pursu'd conclusions infinite of easy ways to die. n47) 
showS far more fear of death than readiness for it. 
If we recognize that suicide was a higher triumph for 
Cleopatre. than for Antohy, and that for one so unaccustomed 
to this trhigh l1.oman fashion fT a constant stre.ngthening of mot-
ives is necessary, we are saved much perplexity in our attempt 
to explain Cleopatra's suicide. Dread of being led in 
triumph by Caesar is strong in her, cmd it seems more pre-
ferablethat 
a ditch in Egypt 
Be gentle grave unto met rather on Nilus t 
mud 
Lay me stark nak'd, and let the water-
flies 
Blow me into abhorringt rather make 
My county's high pyramides (sic) my 
gibbet, 
And hang me up in chainst 4a 
She therefore is strongly impelled toward the high Roman fash-
ion by this motive, and if it were true that she could have 
but one motive, then parhaps it might be validly argued that 
it was this one, nnd not her love for Antony. But what reason 
is there for allowing her only one motive? Shakes~eare knew 
more about hlh'TIan nature than that. The follow'ing passage clear-
ly sho\'\I's that her love is also urging her toward suicide: nr'Ie-
thinks I hear Antony call; I see him rouse himself to praise 
47 Ibid., V, ii, 355 - 357. 
48 Ibid., V, ii, 57 - 62. 
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my noble act; I hear him mock the luck of Caesar. n49 a little 
earlier, she says: ItI am again for Cydnus, to meet }\'i.ark An-
tony. n50 A:~d then there is her consternation it/hen Iras pre-
cedes har in deat~: ~If she first meet the curled Antony, 
he'll make demand of her, and spend that kiss vlhich is my 
heaven to have,"51 and upon these words she applies the asp 
to her bt'east. 
The debate about Cleopatra's true motives in her death 
is even more remarkable since here Shakespeare and Plutarch 
are in almost complete a ccord. Shakespeare found that in 
this case the historian's facts showed the Queen's nobility, 
and thus fitted the purposes of the play, ~dthout the need 
for alteration. Plutarch allows for both mobives: dread of 
Caese.r's triuInph, and love of Antony. In the Life, imme-
diately upon learning from Dolabel18 that Caesar definitely 
plans to lead her to Rome, she goes to Antony's tomb, and in 
the course of a long and touching apostrophe to her lover, 
she says: "For though my griefs and miseries be infinite, yet 
none heth grieved me more, nor the t I could bear less 'Hi th2.1, 
than this small time \.\'hich I have been driven to live alone 
without thee."52 
49 Ibid., V, ii, 285 - 288. 
50 Ibid. ,'v, ii, 227 - 228. 
51 Ibid., V, ii, 303 - 305. 
52 Shakespeare's Plutarch, 132. 
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vie will now treat of one final difference in the play and 
its sourqe. In referring to the pastimes of Antony and Cleo-
patra, Plutarch uses much the same eX2mples as Shakespeare, 
but always he recounts them as instances of the profligacy 
of the pair. Thus, he prefaces his account of the fishing 
party with these words: aBut to reckon up all the foolish 
sports they made, revelling in this sort, it were too fond 
a part of me, and therefore I will only tell you one amdmg 
the rest."53 His censure is even stronger here: 
And someti:11e also, when he would go up 
and dol,\'Tl the city disguised like a slave 
in the night, and would peer into poor 
men's i'vindows and their shops, and scold 
and bravd with them wi thin the house; 
Cleopatra would be also" in- a chambermaid's 
a~ra:r , . and ,!mble up and dO"l'm the streets 
Wl. th hl.m ••• 54 
Shakespeare recognized these instances of comic mischief 
as likely to degrade the characters in his audience's eyes, 
and therefore he is far less censorious in his version. Char-
mi2,n relates the story of the fishing party in 2, way, th2 t 
m2Jces it sound like a gay little joke: 
'T\'lfiS merry when 
JOu \'lagered on your anglinG; when your 
diver 
Did hang a salt fish ou5his hook, vvhich he 
With fervency drew up.) 
53 I bi d ., 44. 
54 Ibid., 44. 
55 Shakespeare, A &~, II, v, 15 - 18. 
Antony's propose.l for the "slumming:t expediton has not the 
coarse boisterousness of Plutarch's version: 
and all alone 
Tonight we f 11 v-Jander through the streets, 
2.nd note 
The qualities of people. Com~ my Queen; 
Last nigtt you did desire it.56 
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Not. how these apparently insignific# changes all contribute 
to elevate the characters to the tragic stf'ture that Sha.kes-
peare's 2.rt demanded. 
~ve can add to these examples one of Shakespeare f s ori-
ginal touches, spoked by Enobarbus: HI saw her once hop forty 
paces through the public street; and hf1ving lost her breath, 
she spoke and p2nted. n 57 All in all, though Shakespeare is 
not trying to make an ingenue of the C~ueen--some of the re-
marks of Enob.srbus or of Caesar \>'lould refute this notion--still 
he finds much more fun in her than Plutarch 1t! C.S cble to detect. 
If, for instance, we ',';ere curious to discover where George 
Bern&rd Shaw got his idea for the girlish Cleopatra he portrays 
in his Caesar and Cleopatra, we would find that Shakespeare's 
C;ueen is far closer to ShaH f s than Plut,p.rch' s is. It is hard 
to select out of an entire play a single quotCJtion thE, twill 
epitomize & character, but perhaps the following will give 
56 I bi d., I, i, 5';; - 5 5 I' 
57 Ibid., II, iii, 236- 238. 
some idea of Sha\,'l's portrayal of Cleopatra. Its reference 
1D ](ark Antony (who does not appear in the play) makes it 
especially interesting: 
Cleopatra Has he come with you? 
{ 8aesE:r shEJces his head: she is cruel-
ly disappointed.} Oh, I wish he had. 
If only I weri a little older; so that 
he might not think me a J:ere kitten, 
as you dol But perjaps that is because 
you are old. He is many, many years 
younger than you, is he not?58 
It is not hard to imagine this girl growing up into Shakes-
peare's Queen, but she can scarcely be identified with the 
Queen Plutarch portrays. 
Consider, now, how the changes outlined in the forego-
ing chapter have fulfilled the ai:Ils--the specific aim and 
the general eim--of Shakespeare: he suppresses all politi-
cal motives for Cleop8.tra' s love, 2.nd painstekingly affirms 
the sincerity and depth of her passion. This is directly 
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in line with the specific aim. He admits, with Plutarch, her 
versB.tili ty of vJi t, but outdoes PluteTch by making it live, 
and by doing so in such a way tha~ is seems a virtue, not a 
fault. This fulfills the general aim of ennobling the QueenTs 
charc,cter. He mini;;].izes the physical elemen~~ in the love of 
Antony and Cleopatra, and places emphasis on the spiritual 
58' G.B. Shavl, Caesar and Cleopatra, Brantano's, Nev'T York, 
1900, II, 44. 
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eleinent. This both ennobles the Queen and con:.'irms the sin-
cerity o~;:' h'2r love, and thus fulfills both aims. He preserves 
her weakness, by sno1tJ"ing her tardiness to end her life, but 
he preserves 81so her dignity by shmving her fin21 resolu-
tion--motivated by love for Antony and by her own Queenly 
pride. ierein he ennobles her, and yet abides by the most 
fundamental artistic canon: that verisimili tude--poetic truti~. 
(cf. Page 31) be preserved. 
In the light of these reflections, it seems true to S2Y 
that ShaJcespeare' s handling of Cleopatra T s character and the 
changes he made in Plutarch's treatment, are highly artistic, 
that Shakespeare's alterations are not haphazard, but sharply 
focussed on a ;~;oal that is essentially dr8Jilatic. 
We have seen how Shakespeare has used Plutarch's material 
in developing his characterization o.f Cleopatra; now in clos-
ing this chapter, it may be permissible to reaffirm the thesis, 
in the light of what has been learned from this study. Sjakes-
peeTe has Eldhered re:l1arkably close to }-'lut8rch' s 8ccount in 
the Life of Marcus Ant,:mius, but he hc.s breathed E. nell, tnree-
dimensional life into the play; and this is especially true of 
his characterization of Cleopatra. Jis choice of detail hc.s 
alv,rays been dictated by a single plE.n, that of presentin,3 a 
character more human, :nore consistent, more fit for a tragic 
the:jle, and more viOrthy of Antony's sacrifice of [; kingdo:;;. 
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~lith this Ed,!: before him, he h&.s been faithful to hi::; source 
where possible, has contradicted it in 8 few rare CEi.SeS "t'IThere 
it vvc.S necessary, c:nd helS frequently changed its i:npo:ct by ju-
dicious omissions or interpretations. The Cleopatra that 
~erges is faithful, in outline, to what she was in Plutarch, 
but when ',,'le penetrate her character, she becoLies very dif-
fel'ent. In our minds she seems I·;orthy, as Plutarch's Queen 
does not, of the eulogy pronounced over her by Charmian: 
So, fare thee well. 
Now boast thee, death, in thy possession 
lies 
A lass unparallel' d. --Downy ,dndov-ls 
close; 
And golden Phoebus never.be beheld 
Of eyes again so royalt59 
59 Shakespeare, A & C, V, ii, 317 - 320. 
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CHAPTER III 
)IARK ANT(;~\;Y 
"Fall not a tear, I say; one of them rates 
All that is won Elnd lost.tt 
--l'!~ark Antony 
In setting himself to portray the character of Mark 
Antony, Shakespeare faced a problem at once easier 2nd more 
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difficult than he had met in the characterization of Cleopa-
tre.. It 1"laS easier, because he \;ould be able to adhere more 
closely to Plutarch's idea of the character than he could do 
in Cleopatra t s CB.se. It was more difficult because the pro-
blem of vdnning sympathy for Antony would be more delica "ve, 
in proportion as he revealed the generbl's weaknesses. Sev-
enty years later John Dryden was to t.s.ke the easy v:ay out of 
the difficulty by playing fast and loose _ith historical 
fe,cts. His All ?or Love is concerned almost exclusi vely with 
showing'~ntony at the third corner of a iltriangle it the other 
two corners of which are occupied by Cleopatra and Octavia, 
the latter of' It/hom appears very fortuitously in Alexandria 
to defend her rights. There is notlling very 'wrong 'ltd th this, 
and Dryden made a good play of it, but "triangles tt are hardly 
in Shakespeare's line, and besides, he did not choose to re-
write history in this play. 
Considered from the vie1;,:point of Cleopa tra f s character, 
the principle object of She.kespeare's dra:-na is the love story 
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of the hero and heroine. 'l'his is not quite true from the vie'>l-
point of Antony's character, however, for vlhile it is his 
inf.;:,tuation that provides the dramatic motivation that is the 
source of the story's development, still his position as a 
triumvir is what gives the story much of its pOVIeI'. The high-
er the stckes, the more fascina.tin~'; the game, and it is hard 
to imagine higher stakes than those gambled by Antony. He is 
literally the "Triple pillar of the world.~ In Dryden's ver-
sion, despite the continued reproa.ches of Antony's friends, we 
cannot help getting the impression that in his eyes the whole 
world is a mere ba.uble, not to be reckoned 8.t all in compari-
son with the love of the Queen of Egypt. This is no doubt a 
noble Christian sentiment--at least that part about the world's 
being a bauble--but the rea.l Antony, Plutarch's and Shakes-
peare' s, was no Christic?n. 
This, then, Plutarch and Shakespeare have in common, that 
their rntony is 8. true Roman, that he has a high rega.rd for 
the possession of empires, and that casting e,npires a'!;>ray is 
not something done without a pang. Plutarch and Shakespeare 
differ, however, in this, that Plutarch is concerned only with 
presenting the facts, whereas Shakespeare is intent upon a con-
sistent artistic representation of those facts. If Plutarch's 
narrB.tion is unflattering to Antony, why then he is sorry, but 
Antony must blame only himself. The historian is able to as-
sume such an E'ttitude, and it is a credit to his profession, 
L 
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but Shakespeare's trade is more exactinG. His Antony must 
be a tragic hero. To arouse and purge the emotions of pity and 
fear in the beholders, Antony must have tha t in him 'I!lJhich ".'fill 
elicit pity and fear. But it is ha.rd to pity that '1..-hich 1Ive 
despise; and we are often close to despising the Antony that 
Plutarch shoVls to us. Shakespeare wi.ll meet the problem head 
on, by shov'ling Antony's weaknesses \d th entire frankness, but 
by penetrating more deeply into the character, and showing that 
even these weaknesses are human. If anyone pOl/fer can be set 
apart as the distinguishing mark of Shakespeare it is this a-
bility to humanize his characters. Professor Gervinus is es-
pecially enthusiastic about this gift: 
And hence it is that Shakespeare's char-
acters have alvra.ys been his greatest glo-
ry •••. Eis mastery of character and motives 
not only at all times attracted the best 
actors, but soon also the dullest censors, 
and trans.!:'ormed pedants into enthusiasts •..• 
Here is not stag~ language, or manners, no 
standing parts, .•• neither the poet nor the 
actor speaks in them, but creative nature 
alone, which seems to dwell in and animate 
these dead images. l 
Before we set about showing in detail ho\,. Shakespeare 
vmrked over his Antony until he became a fit tragic hero, let 
us revert for a moment to the changes he made in Cleopatra's 
character. These cnanges might be called the first step in 
1 Gervinus, e49. 
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the transformation of Antony, for by the very fact that Cleo-
patra is sho'l'm to be more noble and more loving and more lov-
able than ?lutarch made her out to be, Antony's crime in lov-
ing her becomes more acceptable to us. This is what ir.,re meant 
when, ,:.t the beginning of the preceding chapter, we said that 
»w11at Cleopc:,. tra is is the key to what Antony becomes. If If the 
Cleopatra that Shakespeare showed to us V'lere nothing but a 
poor, disloyal courtesc~n, then Antony's choice 'irfOuld be a sor-
ry thing, 2nd would be indicative of a mean and ignoble char-
acter. Snake speare 's heroine is, however, shoi'm to be I<'lOrthy 
of canparison with the empire in exchange :for which she is 
wooed, and thus we can 2,ccept the hero who m2J3.e the exchange. 
Shakespeare had another advantage already at hand also, 
in that Antony's character would appear nobler in his version 
by the fact tho,t the very nature of the dramatic art i'lOuld 81-
low him to leave out qiany of the unsc:vory details of .i~ntonY' s 
early life. Plutarch's version, being specifically the Life 
of lillarcus Antonius, had to include these details. Let us con-
sider a feVi, to gat an idee; of the prejudg:nen t that .s. reader 
of Plutarch will have concerning Antony's character, before he 
ever arrives at the events handled in Shakespeare's play. 
Here are a few samples from North: 
••• he purchased divers other men's evil 
wills,' bec2.use tha t through negligence 
he would not do them: justice that were 
injured, and dealt very churlishly with 
~ .~ 
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them that had any suit unto him: and be-
sides all this, he had an ill name to 
entice other men's wives. 2 
••. for they did abhor his banquets and 
drunken feasts he made at unseasonable 
times, and his vxtreme wasteful expenses 
upon vain light huswives (sic; :and then 
in the daytime he \-Jould sleep or walk 
out his drunkenness ••• 3 
and his cruelty is as great as his profligacy: 
for he robbed noblemen and gentlemen of 
their goods, to give it to vile flatter-
ers, who oftentimes begged men's goods 
living, as though they had been dead, and 
would enter their houses by force.4 
And Antonius also commanded them to whom 
he had given commission to kill Cicero, 
that they should strike off his ~ead and 
riGht hand, •.• so that when ~he murtherers 
brought him Cicero's head and ::1c:.nd cut 
off, he beheld them a great time \tiith 
great joy, 2nd laughed he&rtily, and 
that oftentimes.5 
Opposed to this, in Shakespeare vie come to the character 
vii th open minds. As far as the drama is concerned, we know 
not.,ing of Antony's past. Indeed, even if we were tC) say 
tha t Shckespeare' s other play, Julius CaesE~r, is the equi-
valent of the earlier parts of :Plutarch' s Life, \'Ve would find 
that Antony's character is rather enhanced there, and that 
2 Shakespeare's Plutarch, 10. 
3 Ibid., 14. 
4 Ibid., 35. 
5 Ibid., 29· 
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any prejudice v{e gained from the play would be in Antony's 
favor. The only stains on Antony's character in Julius 
Caesar ctre the slurs cast upon him by the conspirators, and 
hi s guilty share in the proscription. The'se a re slight, and 
are far outbalanced by his great tour de force at Caesar's 
funeral, and by the battle of Philippi, the greatest of his 
many great military feats.· Thus whether we ,~dmit the Julius 
Caesar as supplying part of Antony's character in the play 
under discussion or not, it is still true that the character 
gains simply by the omission of what Plutarch tells us of 
him before the meeting vd th Cleopatra. 
For his interpretation of Antony's charEcter, Shakespeare 
could find everything he needed in Plutarch--and in this re-
spect he had an easier task than in characterizing Cleopatra; 
but it vlcc s hi s peculia.r task to take vlhat Pitutarch stated, 
and to make it shine forth in the charc~cter. One striking 
example of hm\[ he faced a.nd solved this problem is found in 
the way even Antony's enemies are made to criticize him with-
out causing us to lose respect for him. The subtle device lies 
in the fact tha t the abuse is most regu18rly made by contrc'st-
ing Ahtony's natural greatness with his ill behavior. In 
this VIay even his critics are made to praise him while they 
censure him. We can illustrate this device o~ the poet's 
by a few quotations. The very first lines of the play offer 
a good instance: 
r:------------, 55 I 
--
Philo Nay, but this dotage of our general's 
O'erflows the measure: those his good-
ly eyes, 
That 0 T er the files and muster of the .v2r 
Eave glowed like plated I,Tars', now bend, 
now turn, 
~he office and devot-ion of their vie'V'! 
Upon a tavmy front. b 
Again, vfllen Octavius has nought but blame for Antony, Lep-
idus is there to emphasize the good: 
Caes. He fishes, drinks, and ;.vastes 
The lamps of night in revel; ••• 
hardly gave audience or 
Vouschafed to think he had partners: 
you shall find there 
A man who is the abstract of all faults 
That all men follow. 
Lep. I must not think 
there are 
Evils enough to darken all his goodness: 
His faults, in him, seem as the spots 
of heaven, 
More fiery for night's blackness; here-
ditary, 
aather than purchased ••• ? 
Although Caesar reproves Lepidus' tolerance, the case fDr 
Antony has at least been stated. Shortly afterward, in the 
same scene, Octavius apostrophizes the 2.bsent Antony with 
one of the finest eulogies in the entire play, albeit the 
moti ve of the p2.ssags is to contrast Antony's former grecl.t-
ness with his present s-t~ate: 
Antony, 
Leave thy lascivious wassails! When thou once 
6 ~hakespeare, A & C, I, i, 1 - 6. 
7 Ibid., I, iv, 4 - 14. 
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Vlast beaten from l'1odena, lihere thou 
sle,,!' st 
Hirtius andPanaa, Consuls, at thy heel 
Did famine follow; whom thou fought'st 
against, 
Th~ugh daintily brought up, with patience 
more 
Thdn savages could suffer: thou didst 
drink 
The stale of ~orses, and the gilded puddle 
\vhich beasts ~iould cough at; thy palate 
then did deigh 
The roughest berry on the rudest hedge; 
Yea, like ~he stag, when snow the pasture 
sheets, 
The barks of trees thou browsed'st; 
on the Alps 
It is reported thou didst eat strange flesh, 
';!hich some did die to look aD: E.nd all this--
It wounds thine honour that I speak it now--
Was borne so like a soldier, that thy cheek 
So much as lank'd not. S 
This is an intensification of Plutarch, but in Plutarch's 
version there is no reproach coupled with the story: 
These two consuls, together with Caesar ••• 
oventhrew him in battle ••• Antonius, 
flying upon this overthrow, fell into 
greElt misery 8.11 at once; but the chiefest 
want of all other, and that pinched him 
the most, WES f21Jline •••• It 1;<18S a wonder-
ful example to the soldiers to see An-
tonius, ihat was brought up in all fine-
ness and superfluity, so easily to d~ink 
puddle water, and to eat wild fruits and 
roots: and moreover it is reported that, 
even as they passed the Alps, they did 
eat the barks of trees, and such beasts 
as never man tasted of their flesh be-
fore. 9 
8 Ibid., I, iv, 55 - 71. 
9 SFiakespeare's Plutarch, 26. 
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Cleopatra f s testimony is equally valuable to sho\v hO\'IJ 
Shakespeare blends credit vd th di scredi t in Antony. Thus, 
vrhen she is infuriated Vii th hiT:! for merrying Octavia, she 
says ltLet him forever go: --let him not, Charmian; though 
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he be painted one 1,vay like a Gorgon, the other 1;JaY'S a JYIars. "10 
And in speaking of his indulgence, she recalls, "his delights 
were dolphin-like, they show'd his back 2bove the element 
they lived in. nIl 
Lastly, Antony's ovm estimate of himself contains both 
knQi.tlledge of his wrongdoing and awareness of his greatness, 
as his demeanor before the other ti'lO triumvirs shows: 
As nearly as I may, 
I'll play the penitent to you, but mine 
honesty 
Shall not make poor my greatness, nor 
my power 
~'lork vdthout it. Truth is, that Fulvia 
To have me out of Egypt, made wars here; 
For which myself, the ignorant motive, do 
So far ask pardon as befits mine honour 
To stoop in such a case. 12 
There can probably be found a few examples where this 
juxtaposi tion of praise and blame for f.ntony is not veri-
fied, but at least it is true to say that in the main Shakes-
peare never lets us forget that this man is ruler of half the 
10 Ibid., II,v, 115 - 117. 
11 Ibid., V, ii, 88 - 90. 
12 Ibid., II, ii, 95 - 102. 
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world, and that it has been throu~h his own valor and bril-
liance tha t he he. s gained his position. To sho'1[ the subtle 
di~ference be~ween this device of $hakespeare's and Plutarch's 
treatment is difficult because in the latter \"Je find the same 
declaration of both sides of the hero's char3cter, but not 
the juxtcposi tion. And it is ;llUCh harder to ShO\'1 by quota-
tions \'lhat is missing than what is £resen!. We must be con-
tent then with a general analysis of Plutarch's method, and 
of its impression on the audience. 
Plutarch handles only facts, and he is not very much 
is not r.LB.rd to see that he himself has very little sympat:1Y 
for the aoman. At the same time he is not unjust, and ,vhen 
it is time to speak of Antony's bounty, or of his military ex-
ploits,--the two principal elements of greatness in Plutarch's 
Antony--he does not fail to make it clear that both are ex-
traordinary. Of his Ii berali ty he says ltThat vIhic h most pro-
cured '.r11' 8 r1' 81' nr! "~ s " I' b l't' 11 t th 1 C> Nee D18 1 era 1 y, wno g.~ve C. 0 J. e so -
diers and kept notiing to hi~self.~13 In speaking of his 
:nili tary prOlrleSS, Plutarch is always full of aci..'11iration, and 
even Octavius suf':'ers beside Antony. At Phili~)pi, Antony's 
figure overshadows all others: 
13 Shakespeare's Plutarch, 6. 
---
and: 
They be~an to make war ••• Antonius against 
Cassius and Cassar against/Brutus: 
~&esar did no great matter; but Antoni-
us eel'lIays hod the upper h,c:.nd, and did all. 14 
Shrtly t;1ereafter ••. Brutus was over-
thrown, who afterw'ards slevl himself. 
Thus Antonius had the chiefest glory 
of all in this victory, specially 
because Caesar ,""'ciS sick at that time. 1 5 
Alternating with these passages of credit in Plutarch 
eTe ,~hose of severe bIE;me, a number of which Vie hr~ve already 
quoted earlier in this chapter. Notice that we say "alter-
nating." It is in this that the difference between Shakes-
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pear 2nd Plutarch lies. Where Shakespe~re blends the prAise 
E:nd the blame, thereby keepiYlg the totality of Antony's char-
acter ever before us, Plutarch swerves back and forth from one 
extreme to the other. In the long run the final impression 
of the charE:.cter \1111 most prob2.bly be the same in either 
case, but Shakespeare's method of blending the traits is the 
safer one, and it gives us a grasp of the character sooner than 
Pluta.rchfs method does. Shakespeare's is the more artistic me-
thad too; for it reveals a deeper insight into the person por-
trayed. After all, the real Antony ahvi:.1yS had his liberality 
and his valor with him even 'lilhen he ':res indulging himself, even 
14 Ibid., 31. 
15 Ibid., 32. 
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as he ah.rays had his luxunious nature with him in the midst 
of a battle, so that the verbal picture that presents the whole 
of the man, ith all his extremes, is t~e ~ore true to nature 
and therefore the more artistic. 
There is another Sh~kespearian improvement in the char-
D.cter the. t is also a mark of higher 2.rt, of deeper penetra-
tion into the soul of the man. This improvement is the sug-
gestion, met frequently in the play, that this conflict of 
extremes in the character of Antony is a source of continu-
ous turmoil in his soul. In his noble moments, l~en he is 
doing the work of ~ soldier and a 2oman, his mind is ever 
going back to Egypt. ~'jlOre noticeable still, in the times of 
n 
his disippation there are ever recurring moments vihen lta 
3.omEm thought hath struck him, tt and he s~;ems to ,,'{ish he were 
not so deeply co:mmitted to Egypt and her C~ueen. 
Again it is ditficul t to cite texts from Plutarch s11O\v-
ing this difference, because it is the lack of any inner 
turmoil that is conspicuous in Plutarch's Antony. We can 
touch UDon a fev? instances of the turmoil as depicted in the 
play, however, and then refer to the corresponding portion of 
Plutarch, to s ee his ilandling of Antony's motives. In the 
first e.ct, "t,hen Antony heSTS of Fulvia's v;ar with Caesar, 
he urges the messenger to speak his mind: 
Speak to me home, mince not the general l L tongue: ------" 
Name Cleopatra as she's calltd in Rome; 
Rail thou in Fulvia's phrase; and taunt 
my faults 
With such full license as both truth and 
malice 
ED,ve pO'V'ler to utter. 0, then 'VIe bring 
forth Itreeds 
lihen our quick minds lie still; and our 
ills told us 
Is as our earing.16 
Then learning of Fulvia's death, he exclaims 
I must from this enchanting Queen break 
off: 
Ten thousand harms, more th2n the ills 
I know, 
My idleness doth hatch. 17 
Plutarch's passage corresponding to this comes neaner then 
any of his others to implying Antony's sense of guilt, but 
it is not at [tIl as explicit as Shakespeare's: 
Then began Antonius with much ado, 
a little to rouse himself, as if he had 
been wakened out of a dark sleep, and as 
a drunk man may sarA coming our of a 
great drunkenness. b 
After the disgrace at Actium, Plutarch tells of Antony's 
behavior in these general terms: 
he went end sate d01'vTI alone in the prow 
of his ship, and said never a word, clap-
ping his head between both his hands .•• 19 
and, after a skirmish, 
16 Shakespe2,re, A & C, I, ii, 114 - 120. 
17 Ibid., I, ii, 137 - 139. _ 
19 Shakesoeare's Plutarch, 45. 
19 Ibid.,'l06. 
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he returned agaip to his place, and sate 
do~~, speaking never a word as he did 
before: a?d ~? lived three d~ys alone, 
vd thout Speal{lng to 2,]1 y man. "U 
Plutarch "<ioes not make it clear vv-hether Antony blames the 
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defeat on himself, Cleopatra, or the malignity of Fate. Shakes-
peare, however, lets us hear Antony's thoughts after the bat-
tle, and we clearly see that he is full of self-reproach: 
Hark! the land bids me tread no more 
upon't; 
It is asha..lled to bear me t ••• 
I've fled myself; and have instructed 
cowards 
To run and shm'\[ their shoulders, Friends, 
be gone; 
••• 0, 
I followed that I blush to look upon! 
My very hairs do mutiny; for the 'tlhi te 
Reprove the brohlTI for ras:mess, 2nd they 
them 
For fear and doting ••• 
Leave me, I pray, a little; pray you now: 
Nay, do so; for indeed, I've lost command. 21 
Antony's anger against Cleopatra later in the play, for her 
courtesy to Caesar's envoy, reveals o. thought that must have 
come more than once before: 
Have I my pillm-1 left unpress' d in Rome, 
Forborne the getting of a lawful race, 
And by a gem of women, to be abused 
By one that looks on feeders?22 
It is a regret that must come to any man \'fho has sunk deep-
ly in sin, and can see no way back. Plutarch's version, how-
20 Ibid., 106. 
21 Shakespeare, A & C, III, ix, 1 - 23. 
22 Ibid., III, xi, 106 - 109. 
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ever, mentions only jealousy: "And the Queen herself also did 
him great honour: insomuch as he made Antonius jealous of 
him. "iJhereupon Antonius caused him to be taken and well 
fa voredly vihipped. "23 
Into this passage from Plutarch, and the other quoted 
above, He might conceivably read an interpretation that would 
make Antony a man torn by an interior struggle, but much of 
it "V'TOuld d epand on our own subjective reactions. Shakes-
peare makes this struggle explicit; he regards it as part and 
parcel of an infatuation such as Antony's. His technique is 
ahvays the 'lnvolution of the particular in the universal, It 
and insofar as Antony's irregular passion is like the univer-
sal concept of "dotage," it would engender an ever recur-
ring reaction of regret. This, we cannot fail to admit, is 
the normal s tate of mind of evildoers, ~:ihatev;;r their degree, 
and to a great extent the quality of a creative ~riter's 
talent may be measured by his appreciation of the truth that 
all is not bl;:;ck and \'1J.1i te in the moral order, that the two 
are in continual combat, producing varying degrees of grays. 
ShC!"kespeare certainly never lJresents pure blacks and vvhi tes--
this technique belongs to the if Tom S,,;i?t!f school. Perilaps 
the nearest thing to black that rie has created is Iago, and even 
23 Shakespeare's Plutarch, 116. 
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there it is hE:.rd to argue for evil incarn::; te. :lost Shakes-
pearian cil2.racters fa il to come near this blackness. Antony, 
as "V'le nEve observed, has much to redeem inis 'Vleaknesses, E:nd 
Shakespeare took great pains to make his good side as promin-
ent as his bad. 
Another facet in the character of Antony vlhich, e.ccord-
ing to :<acCallwD, hE s been introduced by Shakespeare is what 
he calls "the born orator's faculty for throwing himself into 
a situation, and feeling for the tL.e itlhat it is expedient 
to ex::.ress. ;:24 The t:ling that caused r,:acC:':.llvln to intrcilduce 
this element into his analysis of the character is the conden-
sation of events after Antony's marriage to Octavia. In Plu-
tarch the return to Cleopatra occurs after several years and 
the birth of s.everal children to Octavia, an~l the old inf2tua-
tion, according to Plutarch, "had slept a long time, and seemed 
to have been entirely forgotten, and that Antonius had given 
place to better counsel. N25 Shakespeare's version has Antony 
saying, bet':ieen the betrothc:d and the wedding, 7fI will to ~gypt; 
and though I make this marriage for my peace, i'the East my 
pleasure lies. 1126 Therefore we hc~ve in PlutarCh a relapse into 
an old state, nothing more; but in Shakespeare we have a delib-
24 I\:acC&.llum, 400. 
25 Shakespeare's Plutarch, 55. 
26 Shak'espeare, A &: C, II, iii, 38 - 40. 
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erate and shamefaced deceit by Antony--at least it seems so. 
l,~acCallmn then c_'plies t-~le c;,bove mentioned interpretation to 
explain J}.ntonyTs action, claiming that at the time of the be-
trothal Antony "vas sincen', but that the sincerity Vias only a 
passin,; feeling. HIt is a fatal gift, it says 1\,TacC,."llum, ltV,r>dCfl 
betrays hi;;) oftener than it helps. 1i27 He distinguishes it 
from hypocrisy: 
Hypocrisy it is not, but it comes almost 
to the same thing; for the e2si1y aroused 
emotion soon subsides after it ~&S done 
its work and yi~lds to some contrary impul-
sion. But meanv!hile the v;orst of it is 
that it c8_rries a,'lay tele eloquent sp ea~<-
er, and hurries him in directions and ~ 
to distances that are not for his own good!2 o 
It is not ;lard to s e(; that this shallowness in Antony's 
charHcter v-las offered by lJiacCallum bece_use it seems to be 
<3_n easier al ternati ve than decei tfulness. If it was not a 
p2ssing sincerity in Antony that prompted his acceptance 01 
Octavia's hand, then Antony stands condemned of gross and 
malicious decei t. Ho v,rever, EacCallum has no other instances 
from the play to substantiate his assigning this trait of 
shB,llovmess to Antony. He does' go to Julius Caesar, e_nd says 
t,het it is this t.ra.it that "prompts the moving utterances over 
the bodies of Caesar and Brutus, n29 but there is little reason 
27 }'Ic~ccaLLum, 400. 
28 Ibid., 400. 
29 Ibid., 400. 
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to deny thctt his sorrOvT in both these instances WES more than 
p2ssing. On the 1:ihole, therefore, IIacCr llum' s explanation 
seems to have more expedience than Gruth in it. Sooner or 
later it becomes necessary to allow that even Shakespeare 
"las sometimes guilty of inconsistency, and this seems to be 
one of those occasions. He found himself embarrassed by the 
compression of events which drama tic structure clemande:l, fend 
so he had to show Antony honestly resolved on amendment at 
the time of the betrothal (as he was in Plutarch's version), 
and honestly determined to return to Cleop2tra later. The 
fact thet in the play dramatic reasons c(?,used the s;';cond 
resolve to follow almost on the heels of the first,is the 
cause of the inconsistency, but it seems better to call it 
such, than to eccept MacCa,llumfs argument. 
Another difficulty presents itself in interpreting the 
character of Antony. It is the suggestion, met vIi th fre-
quently D£'ter the battle of Actiuln, that Antony's reason Vias 
failing. This is not found in Plutarch, and it seems that 
even in Shakespeare's version it is hardly consonant with our 
picGure of Antony as e valiant soldier and leader of men. The 
solut,ion to this problem is not hard to find, if we eX8_mine the 
texi::.s in ""hic[l the m(?,dness is mentioned. Ue can et the same 
time compare them vii th Plutarch, to show that there is no 
suggestion of madness there. In the play, the first suggestion 
follo;"7"s Antony's challenge to CaesET to meet in single combat: 
--
Bnobarbus (aside) Yes, like enough high 
battled Caesar will 
Unstate his happiness, and be staged 
to th'show, 
Against c. s ..... :ordert I see men t s ,judgments 
ctre 
A parcel of their fortunes; and things 
o ut1.vard 
Do drm,! the inward quali ty after t;lem" 
To suf£'er all alike. rrha t he should dream 
KEov<!ing all measures, the full Caesar will 
AnS1'fer his em~tine ss! --Caesar, thou hast 
subdued 
Eis judgment too.30 
In tile Life the challenge is not commented upon by anyone: 
lfAntonius sent again to ch211enge ·~aescr to fight \d th him 
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hand to hcmd. Caese.r ans\'lered tla t he had many other ways to 
die than so ~31 
The next occasion where madness is mentioned in the play 
is when Antony orders Caesar's messenger, T~yreus, to be whi,-
ped for kissing the hand of Qleopatra. ~nobarbus remarks in 
an aside: It t Tis better playing l,'li th a lion's ,1help than livi th 
an old one dying. n32 There is no parellel passage in the 
Life for this line. Then at the end of the same scene, 1j1hen 
Antony proposes new revels despite the late disaster, Eno-
barbus grumbles 
Now heTll outstare the lightning. To be 
furious 
30 Shakespeare, A & C, III, xi, 29 - 37. 
31 Stakespeare's ?lutarch, 118. 
32 Shakespeare, A & C, III, xi, 94, 95. 
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Is to be frightened out of fear; and in 
that mood 
The dove will peck the estridge. I see 
still, 
A diminution in our captain's brain 
Restores his heart. \'lhen valour preys 
on reason, 
It eats the sVJord it fights vlith, I 
\'<Till seek 
30me '.'laY to leave him.33 
In the parallel passaze there is again no reference to "a 
di;rlinution in our c2.ptaints brain. If 
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Lastly, v~1en before the final battle Antony takes fare-
vIell of the servants of the palace, and reduces them to tears, 
IDnoberbus anS'\frers Cleopatra t s "what means this? ,r vIi tl1 the 
remark, It f Ti s one of tho se odd tricks whi ch sorro"lJ'! shoots 
out of the ~ind.lt34 
Plutarch tells of this farewell :,dth reverence, c_ppa.rent-
ly regctrding it as so;;wthing normal, not as an ttodd trick 
I'r,:ic'l SOrr01r! shoots oue of the uind. n : 
So being at his supper (as it is reported), 
he comanded his officers and house-
hold servants that waited on him at his 
board, that they should fill his cups 
full, and make as much of him as they could: 
!tFor,11 sc:id he, ftyou knovl not \1hether 
you shall do so much for me tomorrow or 
not ••• n This notwithstanding, perceiving 
tha this r .... riands and lien fell a-weeping 
to hear him say so: to salve what he had 
33 Ibid., III, xi, 194 - 200. 
34 Ibid., IV, ii, 13 - 15. 
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spoken, he added this more unto it, 
that he ",JQuld not lead t,hem to battle, 
"'There he thought not rather s.:::.fely to 
return with victory •.• 35 
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From the quotations we have given from the ?lay a sharp 
eye might already have detected what answer we have to 
t~e assertion the t J.ntony '(.1as reaily losing his rec.son after 
i-\ctium. For it is ai\-vays Enobarbus ,,'.'110 judges Antony in this 
\"I"&.y; he manages to interpret Antony's various moods--his des-
. h. , . ".J.,.. .. • "'" palr, _ lS a..Y).ger, nlS gc:ne vy--e_s sprlnglng r rom 2 common 
source, a diseased mind. A sentence from one of the above 
quotetions fro~1: the play gives a clue to .r:;nobe_rbus' think-
ing: rfI ,/1ill seek some vJay to leave h1;"l. tr36 3nob2rbus has 
two traits strong in him: cynicism and loyalty. His cynical 
bent urges him to desert !:.ntony for CeesaT, while his loyalty 
restrains him. He sees Antony's impotent fury at the posi-
tion he hE.S been reduced to, and by i iterpreting this C'.s mad-
ness he provides a sop for the loyal part of his makeup. There 
is no call to abide by a madman; the rational are not to be 
l(:;d by the irra.tional, and it is the part of a v.rise man to live 
according to reasfun. 
Admi ttedly, it is not uncommon in Shakespea.re to find 
profound disillusionment producing some kind of disorder in 
35 Shakespeare's?lutarch, 119. 
36 Shakespeare, A & C, III, xi, 200. 
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the judgment. Witness Lear, or ~,:acbeth, or Eamlet (if ,,"ve 
hold that his mind was really ailing). To this degree we 
c2.n admit 8. 1HaaJmess in Antony's judgY:1ent, but it may hardly 
be confused ;,,,i th real ins;;ni ty--loss of mental control, and 
it seems that Enob&rbus is bent on persuading himself to be-
lieve that his ca:;tain is really insane, that therefore he 
was seeking an excuse lor his own impending desertion. The 
fact that no one else in the play comments upon any supposed 
~dLJinution in our cap~2ints brain" adds further probability 
to this con~ention. 
Shakespeare vms, then concerned with providing a motive 
that '\Iiould justify ';;;nobarbus t desertion in his own mind. 
The motive had to be in {larmony vvi th the lieutenant T s cha.r-
acter. In Shakespeare's conception of Enobarbus, Antony 
shows a trust in him that seems to be v"rarranted by all the 
man does and is. Still, Shakespeare makes him a cynic, one 
'V"rho has a firm gra sp on reality, not excluding the se9my side 
of reality. Such a me.n v.rill not have a loyalty overlaid '!fli th 
sentimentality, but one based on logic. He can reason him-
self into desertion of a master who, in his estimatimn, has 
lost control of his mind. Antony's behavior after the bat-
tle certainly does not seem very different from i,\lhat it was 
before, exeept to the ex-c.ent to be expected in a defeated 
general. Apart from the frequent remerks of ":;;nobarbus, no 
rr----------"17l 
one else uses the word :fmadness H in reference to j,ntony. 
llecaene s, indeed, speaks of "his distraction,;t out it is the 
behavior mentioned by Caesar in the preceding line that earns 
this title: nvo cc'ls rne b ' c' 2"d- s ... " c:...J__, oy, ana n e , 
tier to beat me out 0: Egypt; my messenger he hath whi:Jped 
with rods; dares me to personal co~bat."37 So it is not 
di strClction as synonymous with insanity 'eha t ]\i.ecaenas mentions, 
but the distracted behavior of a desperat.e soldier. 
It is as a great lover that Shakespeare vdshes us to re-
member Ivlark Antony. This he had in common 'with Romeo, and with 
Troilus. If this is kept in mind, then the most conspicuous 
and most easily recognized divergence :from Pltltarch that the 
Buthor makes is readily understood: his constant emp:1.asis of 
the mutual relationship of the two principals. ':le were at pains 
to prove that he meant such an emphasis in the character of 
eleopatra, because sometimes Cleopatra's love is denied, or 
impugned as a mere outward show. In Antony's character there 
is no need .for a for'fnal proof, for no one doubts that his 
love for the Queen is rcal. 
VJhat makes Antony different froE; Troilus and from H.omeo 
is that his love is illicit and debilitating. (The love of 
37 Ibid., IV, i, 1 - 3. 
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Troilys and C:;,'essida is not illicit according to the con-
ver'tion u~)on 'lrlhich the plot is based.) Such a love receives 
the name of tfdotage tl , and that is a \vord that occurs fre-
quently throughout the play. We have sho~~ that Shakespeare 
never minimizes the weakness of Antony which floViS from this 
dotage, but vfe have also shown that he is extremely careful 
that Antonyfs greatness is never overshadowed by his weakness-
es. This is more properly anlimprovement upon matter found 
in PlutaTch, rather than a true change, or introduction of 
entirely new matter. Such entirely new additions are not 
so COflL'TIOn in the character of Antony as we :lave seen them to 
be in the character of Cleopatra; ~Ji th Antony Shakespee.re 
ilas only in+--.ensified vIha t itlas. already to be found in Plu-
tarch, and presented it more convincingly and artistically. 
The other factors that 1-ve mentioned as a ;~fecting the chara.c-
terization are obviously accidental rather than essential: the 
enhancing of Antony's character by increa.sing the idorthiness 
of the object of his passion, Cleopatra; and the o~ission 
of the e&rly events of Antony's life, resulting in a great· 
load of guilt being absent in Shakespeare's version of the 
character. 
It vmuld be vlell to surmnarize here, as \-'fe did in the 
chep~er on Cleopatra, those points in Antony's character 
that are peculiarly Shakespearian, and to show how they all 
contribute to a 1rlhole::,icture that is on a much higher ETtis-
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tic level than the Plutarchian prototype. Again, this must 
be done by referring Shakespeare's treatment to what was his 
particulan problem in the characterization. As with Cleopa-
tra, Antony h&d to be given the nobility of character needed 
in e. tre.gic hero--onw v'fho must arouse the audience to pity 
and fear--but Plutarch's Antony, as opposed to his Cleopa-
tra, already enjoyed a certain degree of nobility, and thus 
we ape not surprised to discover that the changes inbroduced 
by Shakespeare L:to the character are not so radical as 
they were in Cleopatra's case. Shakespeare rather devotes 
himself to intensifying vihat he finds in Plutarch, to increas-
ing its verisimilitude or artistic truth. This then is his 
aim, and in each of the points treated in this chapter we 
can see hO;1 he has fulfilled it. Thus, the juxtaposi ti on 
of praise a.nd blame, of s l:.rength and weakness, in the char-
acter, which has received much attention in this chapter, is 
perhaps the prinCipal difference between the play and the Life, 
and it is an instance of the superiority of art over his-
tory, since the presentation of a charCicter vri th all :1is 
traits simultaneously manifest is a much more true-to-life 
method then B. presentation that can show these traits only 
separately, at different occasions. 
Then too, Shakespeare's idea of Antony as a tragic lov-
(:;;r almost automatically raises the characterization of the 
hero to a higher artistic plane. Love, an'internal force, 
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is the instrument of the tragic lover's dovmfall, rather than 
the merely external forces of hostile armie s. It might be 
argued that it is love that ruins Pluta.rch's Antony too, but 
even if this be granted, still the love as portrayed by Plu-
tarch is such a mean, ignoble affair, that there can b e Ii t-
tIe ~agic force in Antony's dying of it. 
FinB_lly, what \'Ve hc;ve called "accidental changes, It the 
ennobling of Antony by the ennobling of Cleopatrn, the ob-
ject of his love, and t~he omission olene unfle_ttering de-
tails of his early life, are nevertheless real changes, and 
they have their ef~ect on our concept of the character. 
This effect, too, is to enhance his tragic grandeur. 
It may be observed in conclusion that the total of these 
differences between the play and its source seems somehow to 
be greater than the sum of its parts. It is certain tha.t 
the Shakespearian IIark Antony is a great tracic hero, and he 
wins our symp8.thy almost immediately. Plutarch's Antonius is 
a much !ess congenial person, and ~e does much that 21ienates 
us as ,!ie re~',d. ~'lhat it is in Shakespe,,,-re that, in addition to 
the changes already discussed, mekes for the transformation 
in Antony's cha~acter (2nd Cleopatra's as well) is probably 
the poetry of their utterances. A treatment of the diction 
of the play is beyond the scope of the present study, but 
it is worthwhile taking note of the tremendous pOl'ler carried 
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in the lines of the play, apart from their plot interest. 
For besides the emotion directly imparted by sense in a bit 
of poetry, there is another emotion caused in the reader, an 
emotion of pleasure felt, regardless of how merry of sad the 
matter be. Cecil Day Lewis, in his book The Po_etic Image, 
says this concisely and clearly, and we will end this slight 
digression by quoting him. He offers a line from our play 
and co::ments upon it ~ 
"Finish, good lady, the bright 
day is done, 
And ·we are for the dark. If 
The context is tragic; the feeling of the 
speaker is all sadness ••• 2earing those 
lines, we too feel the sadness, but only 
as a ~aint reminiscent undarnote; it is 
a dark streak tingeing a radiance. That 
radiance, of which the shadow is but a 
servant, _ is the overmastering ernotion vIe 
recei ve :'rom the ima,ge. '.:-e feel it as 
pleasure, exhilaration; we acce?t it as 
G_ kind 0":: truth which could not have been 
given us i~ ar;y~ o~~er form or through 
any other medlU1H. 
At emy rate, §hakes~)eare f s poetic sift, t{Orking in harmo-
ny ,,"ith his senius for characteriz8 .. tion, hes produced an An-
tony v;ho stands a:nong the best of Shakespearian heroes. This 
we hove attempted to show in this chapter, and once again we 
may assert our thesis, that Shakespeare -vmrked the prose char-
Bcters of Plutarch into living stuff, into breathing, sen-
tient persons. 
3g Cecii Day Lewis, The Poetic Image, Oxford L. Press, N.Y. 
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CHA.PTER IV 
CONCLUSION 
It may seem that in our study of the developmen-c of the 
principal characters in the play, we have been so assiduous in 
discovering the differences between Shakespeare and his source 
in Plutarch f s Lif~ of Xarcus Antoniu~, that vie have altogether 
neglected to show the similarities. This is in part true, but 
the reason is easily shm'l!l. :?irst, to sho'.:>,. the sLdlari ties 
would have involved a process of textual comparison, and of leng 
t:1Y quotation , that viOuld have btjen extremely tedious and ;,·;oc;.ld 
have carried us fa.r beyond our original purpose. Second, the te 
timony of the many authorities quoted in the introduction 
siould, it is hoped, be sufficient proof of the fact that 
Shakespeare's Antony and lileopatra adheres more closely to 
its source than any other play of the author. Here is an 
instance where argument; from authority ol<ght to carry suf-
ficient vleight 01" itself to convince, ,,-ithout need of intro-
ducing further proof, because it is simply a matter of almost 
pure statistics; there is no need for subjective interpreta-
tion in order to arri V:3 Gl t the truth, only a pencil, pc.per, 
and a good deal of patience. For us to have repeated the task 
of counting parallel texts here would have been a vain task, 
since so many others have done it so satisfactorily. There 
Hould hardly be any justification for reproducing at great 
length so :1any sections of the play and the Life, for anyone 
r 
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'\I',ho doubts our authorities can get the original texts and check 
for himself without any trouble. 
\ve have )resumed then, that in such a non-controversial 
m8.tter the testimony 0; our autnorities would be sufficien~ 
prc)of of the assertion tha-;::; the play adheres very closely to 
the Life. ~ie "night mention briefly 1,~acCallum T s book, vlhere-
in he enumerates seventy-one different borrowings from the 
Life to be found in the play, of which several could be broken 
down still furt~ler--for instance such phrases 2.S !t~aany par-
ticulars about the battle of ActiUIYl,lf and ffseveral pa~ticulars 
in the last interview, such as the commendation of Procul-
ei us. Itl 
In the chapters treating the characterization of the two 
protagonists, therefo2e, it has been the differences rather 
than the similarities that have received the most attention. 
Of course, the very nature of the comparison has caused us 
to quote parallel passages where si~ilarities might be noted, 
but this was accidental to our purpose. It is 1tl:1ere Shakes-
peare exercises his own originality that we most expect to 
find the particularly Shakespearian coloring of character. 
The fact of his normally close adherence to Plutarch in this 
1 N;:acC<2.llwn, 325. 
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play should be regarded chief:;_y as a justification of the 
supposi tion that 8ny lapse in this close ad'lerence does not 
occur .. Ji tl0U·t a f~ood reason. These reasons 11a ve been ~.:;he 
object of our searci, and they are the keys to Shakespeare's 
notion of the characters of .4.ntony and Cleopatra. 
Vie have found that S~lakespeare' s chan~:;es :1ave alvwys 
been pointed in a single direction: the elevation o~ the char-
acters to the level of tragic hero cnd heroine. In Shakes-
peare, as in euery great tragedian, this elevation does 
not mean n\tihiteY',,ras~'ling!t the character, for although such g 
procedure might be pleasing to overly Puritanical minds, it 
is not the .solution to the problem of v-rinning sympathy. VJe 
gd,'l1ire unadul terated g~odness, but it does not excite Sjlrn-
pathy, for it does not need it. This elevation is accomplished 
rather by penetrating deep aOvffi into the character in ques-
tion, by acknowledging hi s evil, but by seeing it itli th all 
its mitigating circumstances, by seeing the remorse felt by 
the evildoer, by identifying the character with all human-
i ty, showing that lfthere, but for the grace of God, It go 1<le 
all. This is the art of a great tragedian; and this it is 
that Shakespegre does with Antony and Oleopatra. Eis changes 
are all me,de under one principle: humEmizing and yet ideal-
izing what ?lutarc.h Has given him. 
In Cleopatra's case this penetration into the character 
r~ ______________________ ~ 
required a much more vigorous change of viewpoint than was 
ce_11l3d for in AntO:1Y. Plutarch from the:irst is inimical 
to the Egyptian Queen, and Shakespeare from the first is 
sympathetic. Yet it is remarkable that he changes her so 
much while c~anging Plutarch's facts so little. She still 
does the same things Plutarch has her doing (although a 
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judicious ~~ission here and there does much to shift emphasis) 
out she does not seem the earne person vfhen she does t':lem. 
Antony is still less altered, apparently. Roparentlv 
., ~ 
Shakespeare is as ruthless in showing Antony's famlts as 
Plutarch was; but the over-all effect is vastly dilferent 
in theCJlar and in the Life. We have seen hovv Shakespeare 
accomplished it. Again, his method is ~)ut another form of 
penetrating character. He conceives Antony as a whole, never 
mentions his crimes v'lithout somehow mentioning his great-
ness at the same time; never praises him without re~roach-
ing him for his later degredation. This cardinal point, in 
addition to those others we huve called attention to in the 
chapter on Antony, subtly transforms Plutarch's vain and 
futile Antony into a man \<lhoee weaknesses are those of aJ.l 
men, and wi tn \'lhom all men can feel a kinship. 
This then concludes our study of the characterization of 
Antony and Cleopatra. Other studies--of diction, plot, his-
t.orical sense-- might be conducted and they would very likely 
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corroborate our thesis that, in adapting ~is story from Plu-
tarch, Shakespeare "Did make defect perfection, and breath-
less, power breathe forth." 
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